SJS Hit Hard By Rea an Bud et Cut
By RAY TESSLER
Chief In estigatis e Reporter
SECOND OF FIVE ARTICLES
Its not much of a distinction, but a dubious achievement award in the field of education goes to SJS for being
one of the colleges most heavily hit by Gov. Reagan’s
state college budget cuts.
An all -encompassing $928,503 slash must be endured
here,unlessthe state legislature generates funds needed to
save 67 teaching positions at SJS and a top academic
priority item, the Master of Social Work Program.
The program, a unique graduate plan stressing social
work, will be a significant loss since it’s "the only one that
has a Chicano emphasis," said President John H. Bunzel.
Hopes of restoring the $100,000 cut are dim after state

budi;et analyst A Alan Post sanctioned the blow to the
program because there is a "doom shed need Mr social
workers," according to his report to the legislature.
Although Post agreed w itli the Department of FIllilfICt’s
crippling reduction of the master’s program, he stressed
the need to provide $11 iiiilliiui for the system -wide sacrificing of approximately 911 full time equivalent FIE
faculty positions.
At SJS, 07 positions must be dumped despite an
expected increase of 940 FTE students which actually
escallates the need for 57 additional instructors. Thus,
based on expected need, 124 jobs will be unfilled.
The present faculty squeeze will eliminate classes and
facilitate a heavier work load for teachers. ’"I’he sheer
growth of numbers that has not been accompanied by a

111’111111rtI011ati.11111TaSt. iii two’s" has knocked the teacher student ratio out of balance, according to Dr. Bunzel.
Budgetary difficulties also deny faculty a raise for the
W11,1111 consecutive year. while affording absolutely no
money for faculty recruitment.
Many minority students will be struggling to further
their education, according to Edueational Opportunity
Program officials at SJS, with the massive reduction in
state anl to both black and Chicano EDP.
Although the means are nebulous, Gov. Reagan has
pledged that if expected federal funds aren’t forthcoming
HI the form of Educational Opportunity Grants i EOG
than the state will find "sonic way" of saving EOP.
With the drastic state cutting of the requested Board of
Trustee budget $369.3 million down to $315.9 million),

tuition is closer to reality now than ever before. It has
been endorsed by the trustees, forever stressed by the
governor, and written up in bill form several times by
legislators.
But evidence of tuition’s inevitability comes with the
complete absence of any money for capital outlaythe
construction of buildings plus the cost if furnishings.
At SJS, $910,000 has been requested to equip Duncan
Hall and the new Business Classroom building. Without
the second installment of state funds for the business
building, the new classrooms might be only half filled with
desks, chairs and other equipment.
Thus, Gov. Reagan and the Post report have proposed
raising student inatrrial and service fees to a possible
high of $70 extra per semester.

artan Dail

Catalogs
The 1971 Summer Sessions
Catalog is now available to
students in the Summer Sessions Office, Administration
Building, Room 143. Any student who received a defective catalog, with four misplaced pages, should obtain
a new one,

Serving the San Jose State College Community Since 1934

Nominations
Outstanding Professor
Award nominations are now
being accepted for the 1970 1971 year. Nomination letters may be mailed to Dr.
Philip Blair, SJS mechanical
engineering department.
Winner of the award will be
announced in June graduation ceremonies.
No. 109
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Dr. Kurzweil Optimistic
Of Suit Against State

CANDIDATES FORUMThe seven executive slates seeking
a student mandate in the A.S. general elections tomorrow
and Thursday, participated in the Spartan Daily’s annual
candidates forum yesterday in the College Union ballroom.

The candidates were greeted by only a handful of people as
they outlined their platforms and answered questions from
the floor.
Daily photo by John Ainley

YAF Affiliation Charged

By STEVE PAPINCHAK
tenure. The court said the record so far
Daily Political Writer
is not complete and such a ruling would
Dr. Jack Kurzweil, assistant pro- be premature.
Up to this point, the state has not refessor of electrical engineering, in
referring to a federal judge’s recent plied to substantive charges Dr. Kurzdecision, said he is optimistic about the weil has made. So far, the state’s
answer to the charges has consisted of
future of his suit against the state.
Dr. Kurzweil’s civil rights suit the motion for dismissal.
The state has 20 days to answer Dr.
charges he was denied tenure by Chancellor Dumke because of his political Kurzweil’s specific complaints. After
activities and the Political affiliation of the state issues an initial replyand if
his wife, admitted Communist Bettina further motions for dismissal are
deniedanother hearing date will be
Aptheker.
His case, both directly and indirectly, scheduled before Judge Zirpoli.
EXPRESSES OPTIMISM
challenges the tenure and grievance
In expressing his optimism, Kurzweil
procedures which were issued Septemwas referring to a statement by Judge
ber 30 by the Chancellor’s office.
U.S. District Court Judge Alfonso Zir- Zirpoli:
"The charges made in the complaint,
poli refused Friday a motion by the
if proven to be true, would establish a
state for dismissal of the case.
violation of the first amendment rights
DENIES INJUNCTION
The federal judge, however, also of freedom of speech and association of
denied Dr. Kurzweil’s request for such magnitude that if permitted to
issuance of a preliminary injunction continue unrestrained would destroy
which would enjoin Dumke from refus- academic freedom in our universities
ing to grant the electrical engineer and colleges and subject our educational process to the whim of those in
political power," the judge said.
In his ruling, Judge Zirpoli gave Dr.
Kurzweil’s attorney, Doris Bin Walker,
permission to obtain a deposition of
official testimoney made out of court
but to a court stenographer from
former acting SJS president Dr. Hobert
Burns, who is hospitalized following a
recent heart attack.
BURNS OVERRULES
man believes that ROTC should be
Dr. Burns, currently academic viceallowed on campus.
president at SJS, overruled the departJim Wood, top man on the No. 2 Party ment and school tenure committees’
Ticket, proposed an executive cabinet recommendations that Kurzweil be
which will serve to correlate ideas from granted tenure.
Kurzweil then appealed Burns’
all areas of the campus.
decision through the faculty grievance
"We’re offering a kind of utopia," procedures. The college grievance
said Bill Becker, another presidential’ committee recommended the president
hopeful. Becker, who originated the reverse his decision and grant the elecStudent Community Involvement Pro- trical engineer tenure.
gram (SCIP ) at SJS, said, "As we grow
older we learn to look at a person’s
In June 1969, Dr. Burns reversed his
accomplishments and not what he says decision and approved tenure for the
he’ll do."
electrical engineer. The chancellor
Continued on Page 3. intervened before Dr. Burns ruled on

Candidate Faces Attack
By CELESTE ZUFFI
and ROBERT PELLERIN
Daily Political Writers
A.S. presidential candidate Bruce
Farhangi yesterday was denounced by
Young Americans for Freedom (YAF)
President Martha O’Connell as a
conservative "hypocritically" posing
as a leftist in order to win votes in the
current campaign.
She dramatically issued the charges
at a candidate’s forum sponsored by the
Spartan Daily yesterday afternoon in
the College Union. Her claims were
blasted as "outright lies" by Farhangi.
According to Miss O’Connell, Farhangi attended at least seven meetings

Chancellor
Will Speak
At Forum
State College Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke will take part in an open forum
with students and faculty today at 3:30
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The chancellor will make a brief
statement and then field questions from
the audience. Admission is free.
Dr. Dumke’s appearance is sponsored by Sigma Delta Chi, a national
journalism organization, and the Spartan Daily. It is the first of three events
this week sponsored by SDX. The forum
is expected to last about one hour.
Gov. Reagan’s proposed budget for
higher education, Dr. Dumke’s proposed curriculum changes for undergraduate education, and state college
tuition are among the topics expected to
be discussed.
Today is the last day to buy tickets for
the Deadline Dinner, scheduled for
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at Lou’s Village,
1465 W. San Carlos St.
Robert J. Donovan, associate editor
of the Los Angeles Times and veteran
political reporter is the featured speaker. Tickets are $3.50 for students and
$5.50 for non-students.
A workshop on the underground
media, featuring representatives of
various underground newspapers, is
scheduled Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in JC
208 Spartan Daily office),

of the SJS chapter of the conservative
YAF club last spring. She said he
"contributed quite generously to our
cause.
"Farhangi thinks that he can win the
election by pretending to be a radical
The Spartan Daily today carries a
special election section on pages four
through seven. The section contains
pictures and platforms of candidates
for the offices of A.S. executives, attorney general, and Council, and the nominees for the seats on academic council.
The election will be held this Wednesday and Thursday. The Spartan Daily
will continue to cover all election
developments.
and then reverting to his conservatism
in the fall," said Miss O’Connell,
REPUDIATE
She added, "You choose to repudiate
your conservatism in public and make
us promises in private. We choose to
repudiate you both in public and private."
Farhangi was adamant in his denial
of the charges. "All these things are lies
and a smear," he angrily shot back at
Miss O’Connell after hearing the
claims. "You are the biggest liar on
campus and I think all you need is a
boyfriend," the candidate said.
"I’ve never been a member of YAF
here or at any of the three schools I’ve
attended," he stated. "I went to one of
the YAF meetings last spring after the
Cambodia thing. But I also went to an

SDS meeting that same night.
"I attend hundreds of political meetings every year because it is in line with
my political science major," continued
Farhangi.
"GAVE $l"
"At that YAF meeting I gave $1 for
some cause," added Farhangi. "But
that’s all I’ve ever given them, and I
leave given money to all kinds of groups
including the SDS. I feel that all types of
groups should be free to say what they
please, so I help them when I can."
In a question and answer period
which immediately followed the candidates speeches, Ferryman and Rich
Ross, vice-president on Becker’s ticket,
were questioned about birth control
information centers each claim to have
helped set up at SJS.
Ross said a center has been operating
through Experimental College at SJS
for over a year, while Ferryman’s was
started two weeks ago.
BIRTH CONTROL
"All this publicity about the birth
control information center," offered
Ross, "is doing more to hurt the possibility of an eventual clinic at SJS than
to help it."
Each of the seven presidential candidates speaking yesterday allowed three
minutes for their presentation.
Spectrum ’71 presidential hopeful
Jim Ferryman charged the Peace
Treaty referendum to be placed on the
spring ballot is "misleading". Ferry-

The Educational Policy Committee of
the trustees is responding to a request
by the chancellor that such performance reviews be made, campus by
campus and systemwide, so that
changes may result in improved effectiveness and efficiency.
If the resolution to establish systematic performance reviews is passed, it
will be presented to the full Board of

Trustees at the May 25-26 meeting in
Los Angeles.
In a memo to the State College Presidents, on the "Impact of Budget Allocations on Existing and Proposed
Curricular Programs, "the chancellor
requested -that each college undertake
to review its complement of existing
degree programs and courses to determine which of these are not performing
at viable levels and should thus be
phased out..."
’v of existing
A preliminary r
degree programs, made by the chancellor’s office, in ficates only a few "low
degree production majors" are "poten-

Correction
The lead of a Spartan Daily news
story appearing in yesterday’s
paper read:
President John H. Bunzel issued
a statement late Thursday explaining the facts surrounding the April
Heydar
Dr.
5 dismissal of
Reghaby,...
That lead paragraph should have
read:
President John H. Bunzel issued
a statement late Thursday explainingwhat he termedthe facts
surrounding the April 5th...

Academic Council
Reviews Function
At the close of yesterday’s Academic
Council meeting, a motion was passed
for the Executive Committee to review
the internal operations of the council.
The motion, which was made from
the floor, to consider this issue was
introduced by Dr. George Muench, professor of psychology.
Dr. Muench said he would like to see
"the Executive Committee study a way
to make the committees more effective."

In support of this view Dr. Robert
Wrede, professor of mathematics
stated, "I have been very discouraged
with council this entire semester. I
have debated with myself all year
whether to resign or not," Dr. Wrede
continued. "I no longer feel it is a policy
making body."
The motion, which was passed,allows
the committee to study this issue before
bringing it up before the council again.
A motion was also adopted which will

Trustee Committee Meets at SJS Today;
Considers Review of Degree Programs
A committee of the State College
Board of Trustees will consider the
possibility of systematically reviewing
degree major programs today at 9:30
a.m. in Morris Daily Auditorium.

the grievance committee’s findings.
Thus, when the acting president found
that the electrical engineer should be
granted tenure, he was powerless to
prevent Kurzweil’s dismissal.
Chancellor Dumke ruled Dr. Kurzweil should be dismissed and not
granted tenure.
BURNS WROTE
Dr. Burns then wrote a 23-page single
spaced letter explaining why he reversed his earlier decision to not grant
Dr. Kurzweil tenure.
"First, Dr. Kurzweil is academically
competent to hold a permanent
appointment at San Jose State and,
second there is evidence and reason to
believe that some in the School of
Engineering did let idealogical considerations influence their academic
recommendations," Dr. Burns said in
his letter.
Moreover, Dr. Burns also agreed that
Dr. Kurzweil’s marriage to Miss
Aptheker was a contributing factor for
the faculty opposition to granting the
electrical engineer tenure.
Also in his letter, Burns said, "Three
state legislators, six members of the
faculty, and one member of the support
staff made requests that Kurzweil be
denied tenure on the ground of his
political beliefs or activities."

tial problem areas within the system."
These areas are French, German,
Russian, chemistry, physics, mathematics, and music. Since these programs are single-discipline liberal arts
areas and because they support other
degree programs and general education requirements, the chancellor has
suggested that colleges retain these
degree programs under certain conditions.
These conditions include:
Evidence that students enrolled in
such degree programs will soon increase.
Evidence that the low degree

production in 1969-70 represents a temporary fluctuation rather than a downward trend.
The program requires no course for
the major which is not also required for
some other viable major of or for
general education requirements.
The program is a unique one not
available to students at other state colleges and is essential for the state colleges to offer.
The results of the current review of
low -degree production programs may
also be presented to the trustees to
incorp9rate in revised Academic
Master Plans.

allow disqualified students to attend
SJS summer sessions.
SJS admitted disqualified students to
summer session on an experimental
basis for the past two summers.
A significant majority of those students admitted sought special academic counseling and improved their
records sufficiently to gain probationary status.
It was brought out to the council that
in 1969 80 per cent of the disqualified
students attended summer sessions. Of
those who attended, two-thirds irnproved to probationary status.
The council felt that because of this, a
permanent policy permitting disqualified students to attend summer
sessions should be adopted.
A resolution which would permit a
faculty member to request the exclusion or removal from the college files of
any statement unsigned by the sender,
is irrelevant to professional competence, cur that gives false evidence was
referred back to the Professional
Standards Committee for further study.
A faculty member, under this resolution, would have to make his request
for a removal of a statement to the academic vice president.
After further study, this resolution
sstIl cone’ up again before the council
:Ind Pot to a vote.
_The Academic Council’s next meeting will be held May 10 in 1.N 629 at 2
p.m.
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Editorials

Peace Dies Again
Saturday. almost 200.000 persons gathered to participate in the biggest antiwar rally ever held on the West Coast. While an even larger group of protesters assembled in Washington, D.C., miles of marchers spread across the
streets of San Franeise0 in a sea of Viet Cong, American, and peace nags.
As the sponsoring National Peace Action Coalition NPAC) had predicted,
the march encompassed a wide variety of political views. Labor groups, businessmen. veterans. Chicanos, Maoists, Asians. American Indians, clergymen,
gay people. and others walked side by side in a staggering display of disgruntled solidarity.
The march culminated in the Polo Field in Golden Gate Park. There, the
marchers sat, rested their feet and listened to speakers and music while
as Lilting the arrival of their fellow marchers. The people poured in throughout
the afternoon until the grounds were packed, Woodstock fashion, with the protesters.
,

t
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"It would make an ideal museum, hotelrestaurant and tourist attraction!"
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The marchers sat, cheered, gave the peace sign and rose for standing
ovations. But the feeling of solidarity that had characterized the march eventually disintegrated. The rally was stricken with the one disease that can, as it
has in the past, kill the anti-war movementfactionalism.
While Paul McCloskey, Republican congressman who has spoken out
against the war, and David Harris, convicted draft resister and husband of
.toan Baez, were still to speak, the disease struck.
First. the sponsors of the rally undertook a drawn-out effort to raise the
S35,000 needed to pay the costs of the event. Some did not want to contribute
and a tension grew between the audience and the speaker calling for funds.
The manner in which the collection was conducted, furthermore, approached
blackmail, as the speaker urging contributions refused to continue the program until he thought the needed capital had been raised.
However, the act that induced McCloskey and Harris to leave the rally was
the result of a scheduled speaker from the La Raza contingent. He invited the
Brown Berets, a militant Chicano organization, upon the stage. The speaker
then promptly blasted the crowd and the purpose of the rally.
Ile called the peace movement "a conspiracy to crush revolution." Furthermore, he attacked the audience for trying to turn the rally into a Woodstock.
The audience chanted "Peace, Peace, Peace" to drown him out, but the
damage was done. The microphone was relinquished to unscheduled speakers
and soon regressed into rhetoric expousing individual and exclusionary
beliefs. The Polo Field began to empty, and the participants began long walks
back to their cars.
Once again, groups refused to relinquish their personal grievances to unite
for a common causein this case the withdrawal of U.S. military forces from
Vietnam. Because of this, the rally was a failure. Not only did it emphasize the
factionalism in the anti -war movement, but it may have ended the possibility
of ever having a truly united front against the war.

All Women’s Week
Not all women, who are concerned with women’s rights, their role in society,
and their future opportunities, run around without bras on, hate men, despise
children, or are lesbians.
Nlany hold seminars, panel discussions and other activities that make
women more aware of themselves and the problems of other women.
And that is what All Women’s Council will be trying to do during this week
which is Women’s Week at SJS.
Gone are the traditional fashion shows, tea parties, and gossip sessions
without meaning, and in their place are a fashion show with homemade
dresses the participants have made, a reception honoring women of achievement at SJS, and various panels and lectures that propose to bring women
closer together for the benefit of all women.
Through panels such as the professional women’s panel, women will learn
what to expect from the business community when seeking a job.
Through the Inter-ethnic panel women will learn their similarities with
women of different cultures and backgrounds.
And all during the week women will be shown that their role in society is as
important as men’s.
Men may ask why isn’t there a Men’s Week, but then how can there be just
one week for men since many women feel every week is Men’s Week?
This week is not just a week for Chicano women, or black women, conservative women or liberal women but ALL women. And unless there is participation of all women, this week can only be a partial success.

Editor:
An International Education Day was
held last Wednesday on all state college
campuses. I was disappointed to see
that so few students were present to
support internationalism on our campus
when it is such a vital element of higher
education.
Having students from other countries
on campus provides us with an opportunity to gain an insight into the customs
and outlooks of various cultures of the
world from a first hand source. By being
able to communicate with those from
other countries on an individual basis,
we can gain a better understanding of
the relationships between countries.
Today this is of vital importance.
Due to continued increases in their
tuition, foreign students are being
weeded out of the state college system.
Higher costs of education are affecting
everyone but the matter should be
weighted properly. By not having
foreign students on campus, the American students are losing out on a valuable
aspect of education and college life.
There are so few foreign students in
the state college system already that the
cost increase would only slightly profit
the state colleges and the students (both
American and foreign) would suffer
more for the little that the state would
gain.
International students make a great
contribution to our campus and community, and both American and foreign
students can gain so much from the
interchange of ideas.
Why don’t we stand up and show our
support for international students by
letting the state know of the benefits we
gain in our education from having international students here, before we lose
such a valuable opportunity to expand
our sensitivity of other cultures?
Bonnie Herrera
D09530

Integrity
Editor:
Now that we have again entered the
period when student politics achieves its
greatest visibility, it might be worthwhile to consider for a moment the
assumptions that accompany the victor
into office.
Most students would probably agree
that the election of an A.S. president is
the equivalent of a poll to determine the
student "most likely to succeed." As a
measure of his potential, one need only
note that "Who’s Who in American Col-

leges and Universities" routinely
requests a resume of each SJS student

president for inclusion in their annual
publication. Indeed, in the eyes of the
community at large and future employers, he is deemed to possess a
number of important qualities; Intelli
gence, administrative ability, oratorical
skill, and, of course, integrity.
Of all the qualities listed above, integrity would seem to be the most crucial.
Without integrity, a candidate would be
little more than a charlatan or a plain
crook. Certainly integrity has made a
crucial difference in student politics on
other campuses and in the very behavior
of students who have won positions of
power and responsibility.
A quick inventory of past student
presidents on other campuses in this
area who have demonstrated a devotion
to moral principle would include such
names as David Harris and Charles
Palmer. Also, as an example of the
opposite situation, Leigh Steinberg, a
newly elected student president on the

Berkeley campus, was turned out of
office for fraudulently arranging for another person to take his French
examination.
So it would seem evident that there
generally exists among students an
assumption that moral integrity is a
necessary quality of any student leader.
The Steinberg case would seem to verify
a determination to maintain that policy.
However, all this is to say that such has
not always been the case on this
campus. Fortunately, the ultimate
results have not been as sordid as they
might have been, but neither has SJS
produced a David Harris. Not long ago,
plagiarism and forgery failed to prevent
individuals from running for A.S. executive office, and we have suffered
through the politics of threats, violence,
patronage and the pork -barrel.

To these unpleasant charges, many
might respond with the some rhetorical
question offered by a professor of political science, "Do you really believe that
it is any different in Washington?"
Frankly, there probably is very little
difference between the two political
arenas. However, to those who believe
that moral indignation is one of the crucial characteristics of our generation,
integrity in our own affairs is a necessary prerequisite to any effort to end the
obsenities of war in Southeast Asia and
a racism at home.
David Mayes
D05802

Staff Comment

To the Point
By CRAIG MacDONALD
Criticism of the press today requires
integrated transitional projection.
Balanced observational attitudes are a
necessary prerequisite for such flexibility. For a senisble critique of today’s
news must include conceptual pragmatic

formulation.
To responsibly evaluate the paper,

collaborative empirical traits need not
be examined ramifications. Historically,
such criticism has had little affect on
publications unless meaningfully implemented with modular chronological
feedback.
studies regarding letters to the editor
tend to support the findings established
in the inherited goals of the reader.
Computerized process options enable a
newspaper to achieve the optimum
design stimulation.
The inductive theory of reply related
to the maturation level of the letter
writer show that a simulated policy
development is evident and furthermore, essential.
In summation, criticism of the press
today bears no conceptual observational
categories with which any researcher
can effectively evaluate the ideal
nvolvement practicum. This observation
in itself is a wholesome reciprocal
ustification.
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When one drives over the Tower
Bridge und down Capitol Mall, a slight
shudder of awe is unavoidable. The tall,
indifferent granite buildings loom on
either side and at the head of the
avenue stands the golden -domed Capitol, like a crowned monarch.
Yet, just a few blocks from this magnificent street lay the crumbling sector of
the city, where squat brown stores
many of them emptyalternate with
skin flick theaters and seedy bars. Here,
the stumbling old drunks and young
panhandlers mingle with middle-aged
shoppers and tourists who wandered
away from the grassy Capitol grounds.
The state government itself is like
that, clean and glossy on the outside, but
rather disheveled and confused beyond
the veneer. Ronald Reagan himself
couldn’t look better these days, tall,
broad -shouldered, fresh from a big electoral victory, looking, perhaps, toward a
presidential race next year. But there
are those of us who worry about what

goes on behind the television-trained
smile.
I was in Sacramento to talk about
education, not with the governor, of
course, but with his top aid in the area,
Dr. Alex Sheriffs, a professor of psychology on leave from UC Berkeley. I
found Dr. Sheriffs more than willing to
be interviewed. He talked at great
length, not always directly answering
the question, but not pulling punches
either.
What he said was not particuarly surprising. I didn’t expect the governor’s
man to be a flaming liberal. But the attitude of Dr. Sheriffs, and, presumably, of
the governor, about higher education,
especially in the state colleges, was disturbing.
That attitude seems to look upon the
state colleges as gigantic trade schools,

whose primary duty is to crank out men
and women who fit perfectly into their
chosen professionno less, but no
more.
This is education? Surely Dr. Sheriffs
considers himself an educator. This is
what I mean when I talk of contradiction:

Dr. Sheriffs would have the state
colleges solve the budget problem by
cutting back programs and having
college specialization in the "non basic
areas. "Wouldn’t it be better to have
quality specialties...real top stuff, on a
couple of campuses, maybe one north
and one south, than mediocre on all?
he asks.
Maybe for students who want to major
in that area, but what about the rest of
us? If only Son Francisco State and Cal
State Los Angeles are allowed, say, a
drama department, that might be all.
right for drama majors, but what about
an English student who wants to take a
good film class? If there is Block Studies
at SJS, and Asian American Studies only
at San Diego, and Chicano Studies only
at San Bernardino where does that leave
the student who wants to hear all minority viewpoints?
Dr. Sheriffs would also eliminate
middle-sized classes in lecture courses.
That sounds reasonable, but it strikes
me that we should instead be trying to
get rid of lecture courses all together.
They’re stupefying.
Oh, of course I know that the governor
is faced with a tight budget. And who

needs a tax increase in the middle of
recession? Especially, as Dr. Sheriffs
pointed out, for higher education, which
is exactly high in the public’s esteem
right now.
But, Dr. Sheriffs insists, there is still ’
"fat" in the state college system. Well,
his own suggestions for living within the
budget would indicate that there isn t.
For four years we’ve cut and trimmed
and saved. This year we begin to dilute.
But, not everything Dr. Sheriffs said ’
was disturbing. He has some good ideas
for eliminating the college dropout
problem. He wants a year or two off
after high school. Then, more people
might realize that college isn’t for them.
Unfortunately, most males would also
find themselves looking down the barrel
of a U.S. Army issue rifle. But, that’s
another problem.
So. I found myself being ushered out
into the lobby again, through the two
electronically locked doors. Dr. Sheriffs
was quite pleasant, sincere in his beliefs,
willing to listen to my disagreements,
had we had time to discuss them. But
steadfast, in the end, to his assessment
of the way things are.
So Alex Sheriffs, who, as vice chancellor for student affairs at Berkeley in
1964 had written the rules that touched
off the free speech movement, is on the
inside. He has a circuit on the power that
runs through the walls of the golden
domed building. But the contradictions
keep returning, and I wish I could be
more sure they were using that power to
the best ends.
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Election Code Rapped

Gregory Calls Society

’Sick, Slimy, and Degenerate’

Compiled From Associated Press
BERKELEYSecretary of State Edmund G. Brown Jr.
said yesterday that California’s election laws are in a "scandalous state" and could have turned Berkeley’s April 6 city
election "into a political nightmare."
He said the blame for the confusion and difficulties that
arose at various stages of the election "must rest with the
Election Code, a murky swamp of contradictions, confusion
and illogic."
Testifying at a Senate Elections and Reapportionment
Committee meeting in Berkeley, Brown said he was "frankly
amazed that precinct workers and local election officials are
able to function as effectively as they do."

Angela Petition Rejected
SAN FRANCISCOThe California District Court of Appeal
yesterday rejected a second attempt by black militant
Angela Davis to disqualify Superior Court Judge Alan A.
Lindsay from hearing her murder trial.
A three-judge court, without comment, refused her petition
to halt all proceedings in Mario County courts pending a new
hearing "which conforms with due process of law" on Lindsay’s qualifications.

Pair Rows to Australia
SAN FRANCISCOAfter two misses, British adventurer
John Fairfax, 33, and his girl friend Sylvia Cook, 32, rowed
under the Golden Gate Bridge and out into the Pacific Ocean
late yesterday morning on the first leg of a 7,000-mile transPacific voyage to Australia.
The pair hopes to become the first to cross the Pacific
Ocean in a rowboat. They expect to reach Australia in 10
months.
Their 3,000-pound, 35-foot Britannia II, similar in design to
an old-fashioned whale boat, is stocked with dried fruit, soup,
rice, biscuit mix and 80 gallons of fresh water. They also
have an evaporator for distilling water.
Fairfax rowed solo across the Atlantic in 1969.

Harris Expects Imprisonment
FRESNO, Calif.Draft resistance leader David Harris, 25,
said he fully expects his opposition to the draft, the military
and the system will head him to prison.
"I expect to go back to the joint," he said. "The government’s conscious of me. The cops are wherever I go. I can
smell them."
Relaxing at his parents’ home in Fresno following an
appearance before 4,000 persons at Fresno State College,
Harris outlined plans for a "new constituency, a new political
organization," which would reach from the formation of
cooperatives to taking over Army bases. all nonviolently.
His refusal to accept induction into the armed forces netted
him a 20-month federal prison term. He was paroled more
than a month ago and this week visited his home town for the
first time in two years.

Red China Entry Advised
WASHINGTONA presidential commision, under the
chairmanship of Henry Cabot Lodge, recommended yesterday that Communist China be brought into the United
Nations, with the continued membership of Nationalist China
imperative.
"The U.N.," the report said, "can best do its job of war
prevention and settlement of disputes if its membership includes all the governments of the world, provided they subscribe to the principles of the U.N. Charter. This means all
governments which are unquestionably governing specific
areaseven though they may not control all the areas they
claim."
Lodge handed the report to President Nixon at a ceremony
in the presidential office.

DICK GREGORYSpeaking for three hours last Saturday evening at SJS, Dick
Gregory called for an end to violence, "slimy, degenerate politics," and false
morality, describing today’s college student as the "new nigger" of American
society.

Participating on the panel
are Dr. Adella Cunningham,
a general practitioner and
obstetrician from Los Gatos;
Zaide Kirtly, who recently
opened her own law firm and
worked on the McCarthy
campaign; Mary Kelley, a

market researcher who does
polling information work and
has her own business; and
Patricia Grillione, a professor of microbiology.
A reception honoring
"Women of Achievement" at
SJS will also be held today at
3:30 p.m. in the Faculty
Dining room in the Spartan
Cafeteria.
Upcoming events include a
speech by Marian Ash, editor -publisher of Skirting the
Capitol, the nation’s first
legislative newsletter for
women, and numerous committees dealing with various
subjects.

were living side by side with our white
neighbors and then just got all mad and
packed off to our ghettos and wouldn’t let
any white folks move into our neighborhood."
Discussing violence in America, Gregory traced a cultural pattern of violence
inflicted upon the Indian, then the Jew,
then the Irishman, Italian and black.
Gregory said when these people decided
they
want to be the target of
America’s traditional violence any
longer, the college student became the
next candidate, America’s "new
nigger".
Gregory closed his program with an
optimistic note, however, saying that
the college student has "a big job, because America is worth saving."
"You have to give sanity back to an insane nation." he said, emphasizing that
the only way to change was non-violent
because "if violence was an answer to
problems, America could solve every
problem on the face of the earth."
Gregory called instead for "moral,
ethical dignity" because "the greatest
army is a moral army, able to defeat a
degenerate political system."

A.S. Executive Candidates Express Views
Continued from page 1..
Ted Weisgal, said his
ticket will work to stimulate
positive campus activities at
SJS, be receptive to the creative ideas of students, and
attempt to involve the campus more closely with the
community.
Weisgal claims student
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government has isolated itself in the past in an "ivory
tower". "The real work of
student government," emphasized Weisgal, is done in
the 75 student committees
operating through the A.S.
"Los Carnales" contender
Juan Oliveras relinquished
his speaking time to allow

".
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Diana Ortiz, his vicepresident, to speak for their
ticket.
PRIORITIES
Miss Ortiz reported their
ticket’s priorities included
establishing carnalissmo, or
brotherhood among people,
more feminine involvement,
recognition of Chicanos and
other Third World peoples,
and would work for the neglected segments of the community.
"Los
Carnales
is
opposed," said Miss Ortiz,
"to war -related industrial
recruiting on campus,
ROTC, and police on campus
who interfere with the pur-

suit of academic freedom."
Mike Buck was the final
A.S. presidential candidate
to present his platform at the
press forum. Buck believes
students are treated as
second-class citizens who
have no control over their
destinies.
"We have no voice in the
hiring and firing of our teachers," said Buck.
Buck also favors computer
registration at SJS.
In another speech Friday,
Becker charged that "other
candidates were using political games."
"Other candidates,"
according to Becker, "are

Just starting to talk about
issues that we’ve been involved in for years."
BECKER RUNNING
Becker is running on the
Toad Hall ticket along with
vice presidential candidate
Rich Ross, and Ron Harbeck, seeking the treasurer
post.
Becker stated during his
speech to an ethics class
that he believes SJS students
must judge the candidates on
their record. "The only criteria a student should use,"
he said, "is what the candidate has done in the past."
Jim Ferryman, A.S. presidential candidate running in
the Spectrum ’71 slate, is

Spartaguide

.

TODAY
Anthro Club, 2 p.m., C.U.
Pacifica A. Jack Pierce of
New College will lecture.
Women’s Liberation, 7:30
p.m., C.U. Guadalupe.
Action meeting and business.
All Women’s Council, 12:30
p.m., C.U. Ballroom. Women’s week. Professional
women panel with a lawyer,
doctor, businesswoman, and
a professor speaking on their
roles as women in profes-

according to Becker, the
only conservative ticket on
the ballot.
Becker considers all the
other tickets, besides Ferryman, to be liberal. "We all
( the liberal candidates) have
the same goals, but our
tactics are different," he
explained.

30%
DISCOUNT
TO
SJS STUDENTS
3C XEROX COPIES
COLLEGE COPY
42 E. SAN ANTONIO
7 DAYS
830 are.

287-1811
9:30 p.m.

"1

Garlic Factory

sional fields.
ZPG, 12 noon, H 505. Help
needed for Pleasure Faire.
Bus 196 Honors Course, 2
p.m., LC 307. Prof. James
Hanley will give an informal
talk on the laws regarding
purchase and sale of personal residences.
Halian Club, 3 p.m., ED
230. Everyone welcome.
Preparations for Inter national Bazaar.
Chi-Alpha, 7:30 p.m., 434
E. Williams St. Bible study.

PRESENTS

The Biggest and Best

Simatelli lea
In Town

$1.00 ALL YOU CAN EAT
NOT. EVERY TUESDAY
FROM 6-8

Spaghetti-Garlic Bread & Salad
1001 FIRST ST. SAN JOSE 293-9316
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MOVING SLOWMarchers slow their pace as they
approach Golden Gate Park after their seven mile
march that wound its way through the heart of San
Francisco. The protesters marched from the
Embarcadero to the Polo Field in Golden Gate Park
without major incident. At one point the line of
marchers stretched the full seven miles.
Photo by Steve Marley
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Olympia Brewing Company,
Tumwater, Washington.
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JOHN STEWART/JENNIFER
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There is a time for love.
There is a time for peace.
There is a time for by.
And for you the time is now.

ONE WEEK FROM TODAY
8:30 p.m., Tuesday, May 4th
College Union Ballroom
Students $1.50 General $2.50
Advance tickets at the
Student Affairs Business Office
Sponsored by the
Associated Students

:.

Slates Ready for General Election

Panel Today Opens
Women’s Activities
A panel of women which
will include members of the
law, medicine, business and
academic professions will
kick off the week-long
Women’s Week activities
today at 12:30 p.m. in the
College Union Loma Prieta
Room. The panel discussion
is open to the public.

By BRIAN HAMLIN
Daily Staff Writer
Standing ovations and Dick Gregory
Just seem to go together at SJS, and
Saturday evening’s program in the
College Union was no exception.
Speaking to a near -capacity crowd in
the C.U. Loma Prieta Room, Gregory
covered every issue from politics to
pollution in a blistering three-hour
speech during which he repeatedly described contemporary society as "sick,
slimy, and degenerate."
"You’ve got a big job to do and not
much time," the 38-year-old civil rights
leader told his audience, urging them to
use their voting rights to change a nation
which "might have gone beyond the point
of no return." He warned against letting
statistics -nd "slimy, degenerate"
politics get in the way of reason and
ethical voting.
Gregory also expressed concern over
the accusation that blacks have started
racial "separatism" in the United States.
He said he couldn’t understand how
people had gotten the idea that blacks
had started separatism or how they
thought that "until two years ago we

Capture infinity
with an Orange Blossom wedding band.
11 So. First
San Jose

Almaden Fashion Plaza
No
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SEVEN SLATES VIE FOR TOP POSITIONS

SPECIAL
Executive Office Tickets Present Platforms
Spectrum 71 ’Represents Students’

411
JOHN MCLEMORE, JIM FERRYMAN. ISADORE (ARRAS(’()

Calling itself representative of the largest crosssection of SJS students, the
Spectrum ’71 slate of Jim
Ferryman for president,
John McLemore for viceIsadore
president and
Carrasco for treasurer proposes increasing involvement of the student body and
ending obstructionism in
A.S. government.
Ferryman, 22, is a graduate student with a B.A. in
business management. He is
now the A.S. executive vice
president, and has served as
A.S. community relations
director, SJS representative
to the California State College Student Presidents’
Association and as SJS liaison to the Board of Trustees.
He was instrumental in developing the A.S. birth control information center and
took part in establishing a
foreign student revolving
loan fund. In this capacity as
executive vice president,
Ferryman spent time lobbying in Sacramento for the
university name-change bill

and for changes in the governor’s proposed budget.
McLemore, 20, is a graduate student with a B.A. in political science. He was the
A.S. legislative analyst and
has been a member of Academic Council, the College
Union Board of Governors
and the campus planning
committee.
He spent much of the
semester
lobbying
in
Sacramento for the interests
of SJS in regards to the budget cuts and the university
name change. McLemore
has also been working on a
legislative proposal for
reimbursement
of
all
parking fine money collected
from the SJS area to go
toward building new parking
facilities for the campus.
J Carrasco, 33, is an upper
division English major. He
was the A.S. student
ombudsman and is currently
an A.S. councilman and a
member of the College Union
Board of Governors and the
student council finance committee. Carrasco is also a

member of MECHA, a Chicano
student
political
organization, and has been
active in running the EastSide draft center.
Spectrum ’71 also has a
preferential ballot of 28
candidates with a party
member running for every
vacant office in student
government. Ferryman feels
a complete ticket is necessary if he is to have a
council he can work with and
"change the trends set by
this year’s unproductive and
obstructive student council."
Spectrum ’71 executive
slate supports the concept of
the People’s Peace Treaty
which calls for an end to the
war, but has stated that it
favors open job recruiting on
campus and continuation of
the ROTC program.
Ferryman
plans
on
opening a birth control clinic
similar to the one now functioning on the Cal State
Fullerton campus. Using a
technicality Fullerton has
gotten around the chancellor’s opposition

The presidential hopeful
would also like to expand the
community relations pro.
gram to gain necessary support for reinstatement of the
funds denied by the budget
cuts. If elected, Ferryman
will push for an office of
activities coordinator to
work with the AS, and the
various clubs and school departments on campus and
prevent conflicts in scheduling of cultural events.
Ferryman would like to
make a periodic report to the
student body on the state of
the campus and the status of
the budget and student
funds. Either through a
forum or broadcast, he
wants to inform the students
on how AS. money is being
spent and give his interpretation and opinion on
campus activities.
Ferryman has emphasized
that although his ticket is
backed by AS. President
Bill Langan, his administration would not be a mere continuation
of
Langan’s
policies and practices.

Wood Advocates Selling Beer in C.U.
The Number Two Party,
headed by Jim Wood, 24,
advocates increased cultural
activities to turn the campus
into a "real college."
As SJS now stands, it is a
commuter college with
nothing to do on the weekends," asserts Wood. He
plans to alleviate the lack of
interest on the campus with
more concerts and speakers
scheduled during the weekends to appeal to those living
in the college area.
Wood’s slate believes a
major step toward building a
more viable campus life
would be the sale of beer in
the College Union..
"As long as the Board of
Trustees gives their approval, it is perfectly legal to
have beer sold on campus,"
says Wood.
can’t see why
other campuses haven’t
petitioned to get beer sold
openly."
Wood, a junior in public relations, was editor of his
school paper at Harbor
College in Los Angeles and

also A.S. vice-president
there.
Wood’s running mates are
Richard Waldinger, 21, for
vice-president and Harold
Crenetz, 23, for treasurer.
Waldinger is a junior in
American
studies and
Crenetz is a junior in psychology.
The liimber Two Party
advocates:
more entertainment
during the weekend and beer
sold on campus.
establishment of a
$10,000 bail fund.
a birth control clinic that
has the authority to dispense
pills.
a campus veterinarian.
creation of
student
owned co-operative housing.
increased funding of
FOP.
The Wood slate is in favor
of a totally open campus
policy, especially regarding
industrial and military
recruiting and the ROTC
program.
"We feel that students who

want to participate in that
type of thing should be able
to," Wood emphasizes.
The slate supports parts of
the People’s Peace Treaty
referendum that will be on
the ballot for the upcoming
election. But the ticket is
against provisions that call
for the ending of "warrelated" recruiting and
ROTC from college campuses.
Wood proposes that plainclothed police be barred
from the campus. Only uniformed police should ever be
called to SJS, and they
should be called either by the
A.S. Council or the A.S.
president, says Wood.
The slate is in favor of the
student security patrol,
which involves students
policing the campus at night.
"In fact," says Wood, "I
would like to see that program expanded. But I think
those students should have
some type of identification
even if it’s just a small
badge."

’10 solve the housing
problem. Wood advocates
that the A.S. become incorporated. "If we could do
that,- he said, -we could buy
housing in the local area
and rent it out at low rents to
the students. We should also
begin work on a state-wide
tenants union in order to present a broad front against
landlords."
Wood, Waldinger, and
Crenetz are now involved in
a rent strike with seven other
tenants in a house on Reed
Street.
Wood’s ticket is adamantly
opposed to reinstating the
marching band. "We are
certainly opposed to increasing the music budget just for
that," said Wood. He favors
the Music Department paying some of the costs through
concerts and other fund
raising activities.
- The Number Two Party
prefers putting the funds into
the FOP program or using it
to provide more weekend
entertainment.

\
HAROLD CRENTY, JIM WOOD, RICHARD WALD1NGER

Toad Hall Slate Calls for Unity

RICH ROSS, BILL BECKER, RON HARBECK

"To bring unity to our student body and to win the respect and recognition of the
community for our campus," is the main aim of the
Toad Hall executive slate.
The Toad Hall slate of Bill
Becker, presidential candidate; Rich Ross, vice presidential candidate and Ron
Harbeck, treasurer candidate hopes to achieve this
goal through maximum student involvement in meaningful and constructive programs. These programs will
be initiated both on campus
and in the community.
Becker is presently the
head of the Student Community Involvement Program ISCIPI and his ticket
would strive to broaden the
activities of the program.
"SCIP’s Fantasy Faire
was one of the major events
on our campus last fall. We
have demonstrated our
ability to organize events of
this magnitude and the
student body has shown its
enthusiasm for them,"
stated Becker.

The Toad Hall slate hopes
to expand the Fantasy Faire
program. "We feel that the
warmth and good will which
filled the College Union
during the Faire last December," Becker continued,
"proves that campus unity
can indeed be achieved."
Concerning the issue of an
ecologically sound campus,
It is the belief of the ticket
that the SJS campus should
serve as a model of an
ecologically sound environment to the surrounding
communities. The candidates hope to establish an on campus recycling center.
Becker, Ross and Harbeck
hope to initiate a policy of
making student government
directly accountable to the
studernt body. Consistent
with this policy the team will
issue a bi-monthly written
report of all government
programs.
They strongly believe that
this "open-door" government will insure maximum
student interest and participation
in
government

activities.
The ticket stresses that it
will give its fullest support to
maintaining an open campus. According to the candidates, it is a fundamental
student right to express and
have access to divergent
opinions on campus.
They hope to bring to the
campus a balanced representation of spokesmen
for major social and political
movements.
During the first month of
the fall 1971 semester,
Becker said he and his ticket
will take a poll of student
preferences for the semester’s entertainment. He said
they will then direct ECEB
to develop programs having
the broadest possible appeal
to the entire student body.
The slate of Becker,
Ross, and Harbeck do not
want plainclothed police on
the SJS campus. If at any
time it becomes necessary to
call police on campus, they
will want to see specific,
public guidelines for their
control.

The team assures SJS
students that they will do all
they can to create an atmosphere and problem-solving
mechanism on campus so
that police will not have to be
called.
All three candidates have
actively participated in
various student activities
and organizations. Becker,
28, is a graduate student in
philosophy -psychology.
Along with being founder
of SC!?, he is the present
chairman. Becker is also the
founder and director of the
Center for the Study of
Contempary Issues ( CSC] ).
Ross, 23, is a life science
senior who has been active in
the Experimental College
and other ecology -oriented
organizations on campus, lie
was an important worker
toward birth control and
abortion counseling on campus.
Ilarbeck, 24, is a senior
economics major and the
president of Spartan Shops
board.
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ELECTION POLLS OPEN TOMORROW

Buck Wants More Student Control

The Mike Buck ticket has
keyed its campaign to the
premise that students at SJS
are "second-class" citizens,
with no control over their
destinies.
"Off campus we are first
class citizens, but once on
campus we lose a lot of our
rights," says Buck. "We are
still treated as children
because we are not allowed
to handle our own affairs.
Our slate wants to change
that."
Buck, 24, a graduate
representative on A.S.
Council and student housing
director, is running with
Steve Takakuwa as vice
president and Nick Pezzaniti
as treasurer.
The Buck slate has
proposed a full program
designed to give students
more control over their lives.
That program centers on the
idea of student operation of
programs now run by the administration and others.
Among those platform

programs are:
Turning the bookstore
and cafeteria into a student
owned and operated cooperative venture, with profits reverting directly to the
students.
Purchasing,
owning,
renovating and controlling
housing around the campus
so that it will be maintained
by those students living in
the units.
Providing a complete
legal aid program underwritten by the A.S.
Expanding the health
program to include a complete birth control clinic
which would provide not only
information, but pills and
examinations.
Providing life, property
and auto insurance underwritten by the A.S. The
programs would offer services at a reduced rate.
Says Buck, "It is crucial to
the success of our programs
to utilize our academic
talents in a constructive

manner. We need the departmental expertise to research, promote, staff, and
publicize our student-owned
Lnd operated ventures."
Buck calls for active
student participation in
departmental clubs and
committees in order to (olve
each department’s problems
and provide general guide"academic
for
lines
reform."
"My involvement in the
Sociology Department and
as a member of the Undergraduate Studies Committee
has shown this to be a viable
alternative," says Buck.
The Buck slate favors an
open campus policy regarding military and industrial
recruiting. In addition, the
ticket supports the present
ROTC program, maintaining
it is "a personal choice" for
each student.
Takakuwa, a 20-year-old
liberal arts student, is basing
his candidacy on his past experience as a representative

on Academic Council, the
Academic Curriculum Committee, and A.S. council.
"I have learned the
bureaucratic functions of the
complex structure of our college administration, and I
know how to best use these
channels to the student’s
benefit." says Takakuwa.
"As past president of Allen
Hall and representative to
the all-dorm council," adds
Takakuwa, "I realized the
need for a comprehensive
and responsive on-campus
housing program which
would make residence hall
living attractive."
candidate
Treasurer
Pezzaniti is a 23-year-old
graduate student in business. He is a present
member of the Academic
Fairness Committee. In
experience,
citing
his
Pezzaniti stated, "For the
past five years, I have been
financial advisor to my
family’s business, Nick’s
Pizza.

STEVE TAKAKUWA, MIKE BUCK, NICHOLAS PEZZANITI

Farhangi Suggests Ethnic Structuring
A.S. Presidential hopeful
Bruce Farhangi and his
running mates Raymond
Picquet, vice-president, and
John Pitts, Treasurer, have
described their form of
government as a "Confessional
Democracy"a
government structured
along the recognized ethnic
or religious groups.
According to Farhangi
who holds a masters degree
in political science, "In a
confessional democracy, you
vote according to who you
confess you arebe it black,
yellow, brown, red, or white.
In a confessional democracy, violence and hatred
among the people are eliminated because inequality is
eliminated by the true representation of everyone."
To achieve this, Farhangi
proposes a governing body of
the A.S. executive council
based on representation of
blacks,
browns,
reds,
yellows, whites, and women.

Before
every
general
election, he explains, a
lottery would be held to
determine which group could
run its candidates for executive offices.
If successful, that group
would not be able to run
again for five years.
However, if it could convince
the other groups that it had
better qualified candidates,
then it could run.
Picquet, a graduate of
U.C. Berkeley, charges traditional forms of government as being divisive "because they ignore the fundamental political problem
ethnic tension. As vice president, I see my role as the
promulgation of the political
goals we have outlined
through the social integration of the academic
community."
Pitts, a 22 year old political
science and speech major,
says that he will put some
light on the budget through

regular monthly financial
statements published in the
Daily and any other effective
form of communication.
This idea of total community involvement is prevalent in the Confessional
Democracy slate. Among
his ideas in this area that the
27-year-old Farhangi would
try to bring about if elected
is a San Jose city councilman
elected by the SJS community.
Specifically, he lists six
areas which directly affect
the student community but
which they ( the students)
have, in Farhangi’s mind, no
effective means to change.
These areas are: housing,
crime, lighting, employment, economic exploitation
by supermarkets, and transportation.
Farhangi charges that
present city councilmen are
"not responsive to student
needs" because they are not
elected by students.

Confessional Democracy
feels that city police have no
right to enter the campus except in cases of very
extreme emergencies and
then only by the request of
the executive council of student government and the
college president, with a
written order of the district
attorney. To eliminate the
need for outside police,
to
proposes
Farhangi
strengthen the campus
security.
Farhangi, also wants to
see SJS function on the
quarter system with the fees
for the summer quarter costing no more than those for
spring.
To those who may label
Confessional Democracy as
being radical, Farhangi says
"The idea may appear to be
radical, but radicals don’t
have a monopoly on progressive ideas. You don’t
have to be a radical to be
against war and racism.
RAY PIQUET, BRUCE FARHANGI, JOHN PITTS

‘The Ticket’ Seeks End to Barriers
Stressing the exchange of mented. "There are far too
ideas between students and many negative connotations
community, "The Ticket" is existing both on campus and
seeking to dissolve the bar- in the community."
riers that prevent overall
The presidential hopeful
campus, community and has done extensive work in
world harmony.
the
organization
and
Composed of Ted Weisgal planning of the upcoming
(president), Wallace Allen Spring Pleasure Fair that is
(vice president) and Debora the basis for his plan.
Talley ( treasurer), the slate
"We are using the Fair to
says they will strive to offer achieve a better understandand accept tangible pro- ing of the problems and diffigrams designed to make stu- culties involved with this
dent goals a realtiy.
type of project," he said.
Weisgal, a senior in New
Also in this area, "The
College and night manager Ticket"
the
supports
in the College Union, is also creation of a nightly campus
interested in improving the coffee house similar to one
prevailing atmosphere on now functioning at Stanford.
the SJS campus. He advo"We need a coffee house of
cates the implementation of this type on campus,"
a cost-of-living program that Weisgal said. "Not only
would provide low cost food would it present free enterand clothing for students and tainment on weekends for
create an atmosphere of a students, but it would also
continuing weekend fair.
act as a campus money
"This flea market will making proposition with the
necessitate interaction sale of food and non-alcobetween students and the holic beverages."
community," Weisgal corn"The Ticket’s" platform

imalso
calls
for
plementation of progressive
and humanist programs for
the benefit of the campus
and the community. The
slate feels that in dealing
with such questions as state
budget cuts it is important
that the college has a student
administration that will seek
collective action with students and other student
governments throughout the
state.
Their platform advocates
expansion of EOP, educational benefits for the
who
workers
campus
provide the skills and services that benefit all students, an open campus that
seeks to on-Oct its professors from political firings
and a college leadership that
pro -peace
encourages
actions, ecological action,
anti-racism and anti-sexism
movements.
Weisgal has served as cofounder and co-director of
Sparta Day Camp, a pro-

WALLACE ALLEN, TED WEISGAL, DELORA TALLEY

Los Carnales Offer ’New Direction’

"Chicanos and Chicanes
struggled together against
the forces of racism and
economic exploitation that
deny people the basic human
right to self-determination."
This sums up the main
reason the Los Carnales
ticket gives for running in
,the presidential election.
They feel their slate can
offer a new direction for stuLos
government.
dent
Carnales does not believe
any of the other candidates
will truly represent the
needs of Chicanos, Third
World students, or the rest
of the campus community
in general.
The members of Los
Carnales have been deeply
involved in the campus and
the community, and they feel
they can offer the type of
direction necessary to meet
the needs of those neglected
areas on the campus.
Juan Oliverez is heading
the Los Carnales ticket,
which also includes Diana
Ortiz for vice president and
David Valdez for treasurer.

Oliverez has been chairman of the Progressive
Student Coalition, MASC and
MECHA,
two
Chicano
organizations, and has led
two Chicano liberation day
rallies. He has also served
on the A.S. Council and Academic Council, and has been
a counselor and tutor in
EOP.
Diana Ortiz has been a
member of MECHA, PSC
and has been involved in
other causes on campus such
as Chicana Week.
David Valdez is now chairman of the A.S. Program
Board and is serving on the
Student Faculty Liaison
Committee for Academic
Council. He has also served
on the A.S. Special Allocations Committee, the A.S.
Budget Committee, the Per.
sonnet Selection Committee,
the Campus Planning Committee, and the committee
Mexican-Americ.:n
on
Affairs.
With this experience, Los
Carnales feel they will be
able to promote a new

direction of brotherhood on
campus and will try to do
away with the constant
politics which students experience when trying to
become involved with student government."
Los Carnales plan to have
women involved in executive
positions in student government. According to Oliverez,
Los Carnales considers
women to be "equally as
competent as any man."
The Los Carnales slate will
also push for more recognition of the contributions
made by minorities on this
campus and in the community.
They want to expand
EOP, Chicano Master of
Social Work, and Black,
Asian and Indian studies.
Being students who have
been affected by the cuts
Gov. Reagan has proposed,
they feel only their ticket can
best defend the future existence and expansion of these
programs.
Carnales
Los
favor
banning ROTC from the sjs

campus. "As Chicanos, we
know the war affects us
more than any other ethnic
group in the U.S." explained
Oliverez. "We make up 2 per
cent of the population, yet
represent 20 per cent of the
deaths in Southeast Asia."
Los Carnales also wants to
see all recruiters who are involved in war related
activities removed from
campus, as well as undercover police. They feel that
in many instances the police
are the source of problems at
SJS. Los Carnales slate
believes this type of activity
is not conducive to an intellectual atmosphere.
Los
stated
Oliverez
Carnales will be able to give
Third World students a
better chance to express
student
themselves
in
politics
"People hearing about a
Chicano group wanting to
take
control
get
all
excited...but we think we
can
represent
them
honestly,"
Oliverez
asserted.

DIANA oRTIZ, JUAN OLIVEREZ, DAVE VALDEZ

gram for elementary and
junior high school children
living in this area of San
Jose.
Weisgal’s background also
includes service as a VISTA
voltuiteer,and on campus he
has been president of Allen
Hall, and a member of the
A.S. Personnel Selection
Committee, the College
Union Program Board, the
Sparta Camp Committee and
Council
the Academic
Housing Committee.
majoring
is
a
junior
Allen
in Radio-TV and minoring in
Black Studies. He considers
himself a poet-artist and is
currently serving as poetry
editor of Shaka, the monthly
publication of the Black
Studies Department.
Miss Talley, is a graduate
student in political science
and French. She has served
as a substitute teacher in the
San Jose area for the past
two years, and in 1968-69 she
studied French and political
science in France.
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81 CANDIDATES SEEK COUNCIL POSITIONS
EDITOR’S NOTF:: The
Spartan Daily has listed the
candidates resumes in this
issue and guest rooms in
other issues in the order of
%filch their ballot positions
%ere drmsn.
The various platforms for
Associated Student Council
candidates were required to
be submitted by- 2 p.m. last
Tuesday in the Spartan Daily
office. All candidates for the
20 available seats on student
council were asked to submit
resumes to the editors of the
Daily, in accordance with
the Spartan Daily Election
Coverage Guide, if they
wanted statements to appear
in the Daily.
Eleven resumes from the
14 candidates running for the
five available graduate
representative seats were
received.
Thirty-five resumes were
received from the 48 upper
division students vying for
the 11 upper division representative seats on A.S. Council.
Sixteen candidates filed
resumes out of the 19 students who announced their
candidacy for the four lower
division seats on A.S. Council.
Graduate division candidates listed on the ballot who
did not submit resumes include:
Denise Morgan
Eric Tinnes
Sean Amiot
Mark Ariel’
Upper division candidates
listed on the ballot who did
not submit resumes include:
Christopher Berner
Juan Antu
Gary Martin
Gregory Hetland
John Cliby
Lynda Preston
Jim Gay
Allen Howard
Mike McKee
Michael Hayko
Gary Henry
Rod Smith
Brenda Johnson
Lower division candidates
listed on the ballot who did
not submit resumes include:
Jose Lopez
Donna Wilson
Jess Camacho
Candidates for seats on the
Academic Council who did
not submit resumes include:
Gordon Perry
Craig Corvett
Stan Caress
John Adkisson
Jim Chernoff

Graduate
Representatives

’ Rudy Leonardie
-irddate for
yr....
iritduate in
graduate
philosophy. mai,
,es at
.
r.
Educational
SJS. co founder of Student Community
Involvement Program ISCIP1 1970,
’treasurer advisor of SCIP 1970 1971:
speakers bureau 1970, aided in the de
velopment of the Study 01 contern
Porare issues, and treasurer and
coordinator of Fantasy Faire. Outside
Activities Research proiect in 1968
Little Kerner Report" (SP;. counse
ior at Milpitas youth center 1910 1971
founder and tinanceer of Drop in
Center 1970. camp organizer director
for Youth Service Bureau July 1970,
faculty member for free nigh school
experiment 1971. and advisor and pro
posed director for Youth Center on
. East Side. S J 1971 Platform I feel
that it’s about time for graduate slu
dents to receive the mature repre
Graduates
sentation they deserve
student can and should have a strong
voice in student government Accord
ing to the Graduate Div,sion Office,
there are currently over 6000 graduate
, students, I feel they constitute one of
the most important student grOupS On
campus I am proposing the establish
mont of a Graduate Student Asso
Yr-, part Of
his is a
Nation at
tilatform
the Sec’s Halt,
!, F.’
r
tO
and.
esal

Brian Flaherty
Ii’.’.’.
(I.
marketing
i,iiiil iiq 101 graduate more
ma iii
sentative
i
am
Qualified
currently the
Why
Treasurer Mike
assistant to AS
Buckley. have served as a representa
rue to the Special Allocations Corn
mittee. the College Union Board of
Governors and the A 5 Budget Corn
rrettee
I am not greatly
What Plans
interested .n the idealistic and rhetori
cal platforms espoused be many Of the
executive candidates, but I am
directly concerned with the wee
student money is being spent There
has been a definite scarcity of
interesting and entertaining events on
this campus Over the last several
years and I Will attempt to remedy this
situation if elected I will also strrve to
be conscientious in serving all of the
Students On flu% campus rather than a
special interest group
Why Spectrum I feel this group of
will serve the best
individuals
interests of the student body as a
whole and also because many of these
people have already demonstrated
their competency in student govern
trent

d David Stegner

graduate sty
David Stogner. 11
running ror graduate repre
dent
sentative. electrical engineering
Goal is master’s degree in
major
electrical engineering
Action in student
Why Qualified
dormitory government, active In
campus service and prof essionI
organizations and a student at SJS fOr

tour years
What Piens Effective use of student
funds so that all segments of the

i
.
it on
i on.. and
r al pro
..vent the
eeeus edu
the’en
iiaient
i. at
ate
Any Sink Irian I tett SpeCtrum II
iseid nest represent the students in
"’at the entire student spectrum is
ere.ented We can provide the most
. Hective and ’ii , int use of student
.in best achieve
’none% This
the goals of
...iv m

Peter Tsepeleff
iopelett. graouate ouuent in
,
science ,nternalional re
:3
BA
SJS m political
ssaince international relations
Qualifications
Member.
A
Housing Committee. spring 1970
in political
Graduate assistant
scence Credited by the Spartan Daily
,n an article in Fall 1969 for organizing
thetas, Tenants Union in the San Jose
College Community Chairman 5.15
Model united Nations for two years
Platform My first obligation is to
represent the Graduate Students at
San Jose Stare My program includes
better and greater married student
housing
Continued support to the
housing committee and Tenents
Union
Cultural and entertainment
events which will attract the broadest
spectrum of the student population
Responsible allocation of student
funds Open campus for all political
.deologies including campus recruit
.ng COntinued Support for the EOP
programs Elimination of the bells on
campus Beautification of the campus
and support of ecological programs In
summation, my programs will be
aimed at the entire college community
attempt
to benefit the
and will
broadest Possible number of students

Andy McDonald
Andy McDonald, cand.date for
graduate division representative.
graduate in Sociology Psychology,
presently in M A urban planning pro
gram Qualifications Graduate Rep
1968. S.15 Indian Club. AS Housing
Council
Academic
Committee,
Library Committee, academic council
outstanding teacher, academic coun
dl dist prof., academic council irn
provernent of instruction academic
council committee: academic council
opinion survey committee, academic
council faculty liasion committee;
chairman human relations commission. A S
legal referral services co
AS
ordinator. AS. ombudsman.
council parliamentarian: library
search committee for a new director;
drug abuse consultant, national mem
board member of Santa
ber A C I. U
members
Clara County At L U .
amnesty international, and volunteer
suicide and crisis service. Platform
against
status,
Favors university
marching band, favor third world and
The
Community financing by AS
graduate student association would
present social activities and other
events geared to the maturity and in
terests of graduate Students We feel
that a GSA would make an important
contribution to the college experience
of graduate students, as they have
proven to be very successful at
numerous other colleges and univer
sities

Leland Herb
and
commitment.
Concern
cooperation are vital aspects to the
life of any democratic system And a
representative of that system must re
flect the views and feelings of his con
stituency
The relevancy of his programs to the
college community reflect a repre
sentative’S sensitivity and sincerity to
that community
Therefore, as graduate repre
sentative. I will vigorously advocate
providing on campus birth control
providing on campus legal
center
assistance underwritten by A S Coon
61 continuing support of EOP Pro
more on campus entertain
grams
rnent by tee performers and an
Investigation of housing problems
My experience in student govern
ment has been as dorrnatory Presi
dent of West Hall. a member of Aca
demic Councies Committee on Nous
mg. a member of Asian American
Studies, and involvement in the com
rnunity
I am interested in any and all ques
firms and opinions

Jim Eaves
Jim Eaves, candiOate to, graduate
representative, A S. count.,
During my two years on the Aca
dernic Council I have witnessed a
great many advances for responsible
student participation on the SJS cam
Pus Unfortunately, there should have
been a great many more One of the
reasons there weren’t more advances
was the poor example being set by the
AS Council
It is hard to fight for more student
power when the body supposedly
representative of the entire A S is
handling their authority like a group of
Poor atten
Poorly trained children
dance
post election bad feelings,
Petty arguments, and a general lack
of concern have made past AS
Councils inefficient and actually
ctetremental to the students needs
More than a half million dollars is
collected each year from the pockets
of students It is about time some
thought went into how it is being spent
Pressure is being put upon college
administrators to take away the Stu
dents’ right to control their own
money Unless there is some change,
that pressure will win out This time,
vote for students who are not so con
cernecl with themselves that they let
the student body down Vote for Jim
firarkiatr. Peoresentative

Roy Heath
We need the continuation of an open
campus policy if we are to preserve
the concept of "Academic Freedom"
at S.15 During this semester and Pre
v ious semesters various organ
zations, claiming they represent the
Will of the students, have by intirni
dation.
harrassment and force
attempted to suppress activities and
organizations that did not meet their
peculiar political standards such as
ROTC. Job Recruitment, YAP, etc
We must have a student council that
recognizes the need for a free. open
campus We need a student council
that is responsive to more than lust
one faction of the student community
There should be a conservative voice
on the council Finally, we need a stu
dent council that can raise a quorum
when there is work to be done To these
ends I am running for Graduate
Representative on A S Council

John Herlihy
ichi,Ii,.,
s
randidate for
Graduate Representat.ve on Student
Council becausde Off years of obiec
live institutionalized learning which
bears but little relevance to modern
life It most be students who give the
impetus to a shift from the totally
objective view of the ind victual to one
which includes the subiective side of
human nature Thus, student organo
rations must strive toward changing in
this direction
The student has become a statistic in
a plant which turns Out cornputerireg

ts to sense
i.iopie The student .ir
’laic
to ii,, .
thar ,,, 1
potential is stilleo
it system Whi,11
.
to human needs it .s
volktylI, t I, deals with output and
.
teed back It is a system
the
recOgnire
i
....
not
111,11ta., .
rtween the obiec five anil
i’’oval SYS,e111 is nne which
ill.- .1.
,
oped with by students
tan
inclitioned themselves to
who h....
the riiik ., tiitiOnal approach by be
corn,iivi".i’ns,t,ve The longer one
stays in an educational setting the
ormyre insensitive he must become
Thus.
the
PhD .
who
the
one
perpetuates the system. ,s usually the
most insensitive of all
Student government has become a
haven from this system Many have
sought refuge in extra curricular
activities which can provide a vital
part to the incomplete educational
system
Students must learn to realize the
Potential which is there Students must
redefine what they sense to be im
portant and move to the fulfillment of
their ;teals We must stop looking
outside ourselves for answers that are
within us We must not be defined by
others Oct
learn
to
define
our
selves The system is not conducive to
MIS but we must decide for ourselves it
01 allow the system to let,ha us
wi.

Jeanne Roberts
Jeanne Roberts. 25. Graduate
student trench rnaior. running for
Graduate Representative
Why Qualified I am a current grad
student with a CPA of 2 5 I have been
involved in various forms of A S
gOvernment during the past two years
idorm governments
president and
vice president
A 5
committees
Spartacamp and personnel selection
committees/ I have a great interest in
Student government and would like to
be more actively involved
What Plans if elected I plan to work
hard towards putting necessary ideas
through in student council. such as
measures on EOP, ecolOgy, athletics
and allocations for programs and
activities I plan to try and interest
more people in student government
and its functions I would like to see
less apathy on campus and more in
volvernent instead of constant, on
knowing. outside comments I plan to
work with the AS government to the
best of my ability for the students, and
to remain open minded on the issues
brought up in Council
Why Spectrum
I believe that the
Spectrum ’71 ticket is well qualified
and will be able to handle the problems
Of the A 5 government as well as pro
blerns of the student population I also
believe the Spectrum ’71 slate is very
open minded and not likely to be
Swayed

Alex Arriaga
My goals, if elected are to unite
With other student representatives in
order to show, as a whole, so that we
can etiminale from council the various
critical problems which requIre
immediate action, to work for the Ois
tribution of information among gradu
ate students and things which are of
concern to them
We in the PSC (Progressive Student
Coalition, believe in bringing about
changes on this campus through
other recognized bodies on the cam
Pus We are willing my work through
These existing channels of cornmunt
cation However. if they fail we re
serve the right to organize new ones
Which will be responsive and relevant
to student, I’m going to try to devise
methods by which the Graduate Stu
dent and community can be heard on
A S Council more strongly so that the
council can adjust itself to that part of
the community which haS never been
heard before

Upper
Division
Representatives

Guillemo Suarez
As a progressive Chicano member of
the San Jose State college community,
I don’t think that progressive stuGents
are truly represented in A 5 Council
Therefore I have decided to run on the
Progressive Student Coalition slate If
elected. twill try to get more students
involved in AS, government I will
also try to make the campus more
ecologically sane by trying to make
the cafeteria use ceramic dishes in
stead of styroloam dishes I would also
try to improve the housing for students
in the San Jose area by having the col
lege possibly buy some of the sur
rounding old houses and then rent
them to students I would also try to
get A S government involved in more
fund raising activities for the EOP On
recruiting, arty company or cor
poration which truly serves the people
should be allowed on campus I will
also work to try to find other financial
Sacking for the Spartan Daily so it
won’t be held responsible to student
government As upper division more
sentative, I will also Move to imple
merit the People’s Peace Treaty My
Past political experience has been to
Work on getting signatures for the
People’s Peace Treaty
I also was
President of Markham Hall for a
semester Vote PSC Vote Guillermo
Suarez tor upper division representa
live
Ratify the People’s Peace
Treaty Ratify the EOP ref erenourn

Jerry Vega
Jerry Vega. 22, Major in political
science, iunior, running for upper
division representative on AS Council
on the Progressive Student Coalition
IPSO ticket
I have an active
Qualifications
interest in student government I have
served as a liaison between the pre
sent administration and the Chicano
community on campus, and have
served on various committees in stu
dent government I feel that I can
work with or adapt to whichever iocket
is elected by the student body I was
able to communicate with the Present
administration and I feel that I could
again in the next school year
Goals To provide cohesiveness and
progressive direction in council AISO
to promote more student participation
in Student government AS a PSC
candidate I would be in favor of
student involvement in community
issues, a birth control clinic on cam
pus, supporting the EOP referendum
and pushing for university status

David Krawitz
Dave ’Cravat, candidate for upper
division representative
Before you
today there are Over fifty different
platforms and resumes How can any
student attempt to vote intelligently.
when his 00 as a responsible voter
would three the careful reading of en
of the platforms, It does not take a
sagacious protection of the behavioral
patterns of the average Sib student to
realize that few, if any, will take the
time and effort to read all this non
sense The mere fact that you are
reading this indicates that you possess
a somewhat interested attitute in what
happens at this school and with your
SS00.000 Most students don’t care or
they feel that student government is
farce as the %Wens at
ivSt as big

Burch, Sparks Vie for Attorney General
’Establish
Defender’s
Office’
With his eye on becoming
"the first liberal and progressive attorney general,"
candidate Steve Burch
announced one of his major
aims if elected would be to
throw away political tags
and "look at people as
persons."
Burch, a graduate student
planning to get his M.A. in
speech communication in
January, received his B.A.
from SJS in Speech Communication.
His plans for expanding
the position of the attorney
general include establishing
a public defender’s office on
campus. This will deal with
legal advice for students in
regards to housing and
advising the student council
on resolutions and constitutional arts.
Other points of his
platform include:
Provide a legal aid
program
Pro-peace actions
Ecological actions
Expansion of EOP
Turning the bookstore
and cafeteria into student
controlled co-operative.
Lowering tuition for out
of state and foreign students
Nightly coffee house or
hofbrau
Tennents Union
Draft Counseling.

large For the most part they are
right
What I am saying is that most of
what you read today are hollow
claims One of the least common red
sons people get into student govern
rnent PS to benefit the school
The
various promises of the different
candidates are no better than the
people themselves
that’s why
I
support the Buck Ticket They are
people that will get things done This
semester I have spent a great deal of
my time representing my ideology.
C , that of the people who had elected
me I am willing to take the time MY
experiences are two years on Aca
dernic Fairness, elected to Student
Council. Langan Recall Committee,
co chairman I will be working for you
and most important I am willing to
take the time

Craig Magnam
marketing
Crag Magna-I,
J I
major, running for Upper Division
Representative Hopes for Master’s
Degree in Marketing Research or
industrial sales work
Why Qualified I have worked as a
student representative on SJS Infra
mural doard working with student
problems and athletic projects. Presi
dent of Sigma Alpha Epsilon Era
lernity working and organizing pro
tectS with the school and community
What Plans I would like more sty
dent involvement in government and
school activities and try to develop a
better relationship with the student
and the different campus organi
rations
Why Spectrum I believe Spectrum
71 represents a greater cross section
of students and ideas and would serve
the campus
and community in a
greater capacity because of Spec
trum’s diversity

Dan Carlin
Dan
Carlin.
24.
sophomore,
Platform
By Tuesday, this campus
Will have been littered with thousands
of election pamphlets If the fact or the
mess bothers you, perhapS 000 would
like to see an end to this wasteful prac
tire of indiscriminate pamphlet dis
tribution Present laws only limit the
number
different
of
kinds
of
pamphlets bearing a candidate’s
’lathe
Extensive AS government involve
men* in community affairs would be
quite commendable if all were well on
this campus, which of course Is not the
situation A matter of priorities leads
me to berlieve that continued edu
cation for EOP students is more im
POrtant than public relations with the
San Jose City Council (What has that
body done for you or I lately’)
F inally, if you were one of the 21,000
other students who recently could not
bring themselves to endorse either the
AS
President or the recall corn
milts*, perhaps you would like to see a
situation like that at Stanford where
the position of student body President
is occupied by four persons This was
initiated with the hope that the group
(including blacks and women) would
be more resourceful and repre
sentative San Jose State also needs a
change not in government but of
government
If you find any of these ideas attrac
five, and you qualify to vote fOr upper
division student council represents
live, then please vote for me. Dan
Carlin (number five on the ballot,
Thank you for reading this material

Earl Reason

As an upper division representative
to student council it is my intention 10
work toward progressive changes on
Included in my
our campus NOW
plans are such necessaties as bringing
the student Health Center into the
It seems a bit
twentieth century
ridiculous for a community 04 25.000 to
receive partial medical services Even
if the Weigel will not allow for full time
services. why not make the services
available at least until 7pm for night
students,
Let’s reorganize Spartan Shops to
serve the needs of studentri as Y nnr
Profit organization I II work toward
giving students a malortly member
ship on the board Working together,
discounts and lower rates in the book

Powerful
Judiciary
Advocated

**a,
ir
qn.

STEVE BURCH
Burch would like to see the
campus "livened up." "It
depends upon who gets
elected that sets the mood on
campus," Burch stated. He
feels that a nightly coffee
house, "a place where people
can meet and talk," will
help the campus atmosphere.
Burch also felt that a poll
among students would aid
the College Union Entertainment Committee in choosing
the years entertainment.
In his desire for a more
liberal court, Burch would
like to set up a staff of assisWnt attorney generals who
would advise students in
different areas. One of these
assistants, Burch says, "will
deal with the problem of
housing in the campus
area."
Burch also stated that he
will attempt to compile a list
of "slum lords" around the
campus.

store and cafeteria can become reality
nstead of rhetoric
I propose the use of the referendum
ballot to determine what students need
and what as oppOsed to the present
System of the administration in power
determining what students need Our
government should be representative
and nut a ieke
Such programs as cooperative hous
mg, legal aide and financial support
for the EOP program can only become
reality through your support, and
showing your support begins by voting
or Earl Reason for Upper Division
Representative.

Greg Howe
Grey Huoye. Upper Division Rep.
Student Council
I am 21 years old. majoring in pollti
cal science and minoring in psy
rhology I support the use of student
funds for quest speakers choosen by
the students and for such events as last
year’s Survival Faire I believe that
everyone has the right to be repre
Meted and heard on campus, believing
that personal choice, not council
should be the criteria
My platform is in support of
Co
operative housing student control
means better housing. the tenants
union.
Co operative Consumers Union students need a voice in price control,
Change in grading Students should
have the option for the pass fail.
Birth Control Clinic to administer
contraceptives not lust information,
Tighter reign on the executive
budget through councils checking;
Athletics self
as
supporting
possible, and
Student Council hiring an auditor for
earmarking and control of funds

Scott Dimmick
Scott Dirnmick. 20, mechanical
engineering major: running for
Upper Division Representative Goal
is to get an engineering position with
emphasis on Pollution Control
Why Qualified The student council
handles large sums of student funds
and I don’t feel all the students in allot
the departments are properly repre
sented If elected. I will do my my best
to make representation more uniform
What Plans I am in favor of con
tinued job recruiting on campus, an
avid supporter of ROTC, and I would
actively support any plans to provide
departmental representation to the
student council.
Why Spectrum
Spectrum’s plat
form follows my political ideas very
closely

Richard Bilotti
Rick Bilotti. 71. business insurance
maior, running for Upper division Re
Hopes to obtain B 5
presentative
degree
Involvement with
Why Qualified
Special Allocations, Summer Session
Budget. Child day care center coo
lition. ad hOc Board of Directors;
Committee for Richie Havens, Eeecu
five Administration Assists.. wu .04
with ECEB and college admin.
stration
What Plans Able to work with all
factiOnS, identify with left and right,
work with both, familiar with student
government workings Hope to create
more valid council not just a play
ground special interest group Don’t
believe special interest groups Should
control everything Valid arguments,
but I feel they’ve bullied their way in
intimidating council Ernphathize with
Objectives but not methods Not afraid
to stand up for what I believe in
Why Spectrum The programs that
Spectrum ’71 want to initiate and
carry on are very valid Most rePre
sentative of all the 1,11g PIS

Dennis Edmondson
(,.nnA ft Edmond., candidate tor
Upper Division Rep Toad Hall Party
Qualifications
II A S B Personnel Officer
2. Member of Freshman Orientation
Committee
TI Campaign worker for a number of
previous A S Presidential Candidates
al Former Chairman of Student Corn

Reed Sparks, one of two
candidates for AS. Attorney
General, believes the entire
judicary system as it now
exists should be revamped.
"I plan on working with
Don DuShane (administrative referral agent) in order
to devise a system that will
give the judiciary more
power," Sparks said. "The
non-existence of power in
this body is ’exemplified by
the fact that there has been
only one faculty application
for that vacant court seat in
the last three months.
"Many students feel that
the judiciary has a lot of
power regarding student
affairs, but once they become involved they find out
different," Sparks said. "I
want to change this."
Sparks also wants to put
grievance
the student
system back into A.S.
organization.
government
He feels student who have
grievance cases, would receive a better hearing from a
combined body than from
the one faculty member now
appointed by the Board of
Trustees, that commutes
between colleges.
Sparks recently ran in the
Santa Clara County Board of
Education election where he
polled over 14,000 votes while

munity involvement Program
Resurnr
Senior in Business Administration
IManpower 1 28 years old; Veteran
U.S .A
Graduate with A.A. degree,
Chabot College; Presently a member
of the Civil Air Patrol, a national
search and rescue organization.
Platform
II I pledge an unbiased and objective
approach to all issues which come
before council.
21 I will establish and maintain office
hours and make every effort to be
available to my constituency.
31 I wit, regularly visit campus Organizations for the purpose of keeping
them informed Of the activities Of sty
dent council This has proven highly
effective in establishing good corn
munications between the Student body
and council
al I will vigorously pursue necessary
constitutional revision
During the
past year exploitation of constitutional
-loopholes" became all too common.
Constitutional
revision and strict
enforcement
will eliminate these
abuses As an example. I feel nonliti
gents must not be permitted to contest
ludic ial decisions.

Bob Diermier
Bob Diermier, 21, business major:
in running for Upper Division Rep.,
hopes to become a teacher.
Why
QualifiedBecause
I’m
interested and want to become in
volved, which are the two major re
quirements for any office
What Plans To work with fellow
students for the betterment of the
whole school, not just certain sec
rnents
Why Spectrum. Because it is the
party which my politiCal belief’ are
most closely related to.

Neil Powers
Neil Powers, 23, Physical Education
major, running for Upper Division
Rep
Working
for
Secondary
credential.
Why Qualified
Have served as
Executive Assistant to Bill Langan, a
member of Men’s Physical Education
Association, member of Executive
Planning Committee for Theta Chl
Fraternity, and member of Executive
Council Theta Chi Fraternity,
What Plans. Constitutional revision,
,oPPOrt job recruiting, Support
minority programs, represent entire
constituency, continue support of
ROTC, athletics, marching band. and
revision of Student Council repre
Sentation
Why Spectrum I have worked with
the members of
the Spectrum
’71 ticket and know they will try to
fulltill their campaign promises. They
Will also work with those that are from
differing ideological viewpoints to
achieves compromise. I feel they will
try to represent all students and not
lust one faction

John Gonzales
As a member of the Progressive Stu
sient Coalition, the initial influence
that prompted me to run for an A.S.
Off ice was the awareness Of the serious
lack of responsible student repro
sentation and participation in A 5
activities it is my belief that the Pro
greSsive Student Coalition platform is
the most realiStIC and comprehensive
one to date in regards to student wel
fare The PSC platform as a whole has
considered most areas of student con
cern and has indicated the following
seven areas as the main campaign
issues which PSC is in fever Of child
care centers. birth control clinics (on
campus). better housing (off cam
pusl. A 5 more active in acquiring
E 0 P funds, support referendum for
E OP university status, and student
involvement in cOmmunify issues

V elena Williams
Valena Williams. candidate for
Upper division representative, senior
ohysical education major, drama
minor
Platform Supports directing efforts
toward the development of the total
campus community, all campus EOP
prnerams
all legal aid OcCiftramS,

alias-

war!

ono,

REED SPARKS
losing to a long time incumbent.
While at San Jose, Sparks
has been serving as A.S.
Personnel Selection Officer
filling committee positions.
The graduate of DeAnza
College has also been active
in recreation programs for
the city of Cupertino. He has
worked as city recreation
leader for seven years and
considers himself the city’s
oldest part-time employee.
Sparks was awarded the
"Outstanding Recreation
Leader" Award in 1969 and is
a member of the Cupertino
Jaycee’s and Cupertino Citizen’s Goals committee.
The Attorney General
hopeful also plans to continue working to establish a
silver years card for senior
citizens that would entitle
them to attend college
entertainment and cultural
events at a student rate,

birth control clinic, all athletic
activities; all programs Of ethnic
and
all cultural events;
groups,
faculty. student, administratien, and
community productive cornmuni
Cations

v Bill Jeske
If elected to the position of upper
division representative I would stand
for an objective and rational student
government Unfortunately, the stu.
dent government of this year has been
anything but that, especially the stu
dent council. Many members have
continuOuSly acted like children. with
their name calling,
threats,
and
childish emotions. Council is no place
for those kind of actions.
A.S. Council should be the place on
campus where the facts could be
brought out and discussed intelli
gently. Where opinions would be ex
pressed
without fear
of
being
threatened, and where rationality
would always be in the foreground.
I have been on the SJS Music Council
where I served as vicochairrnan for
One year and chairman for two years. I
have also been Recruitment Officer
for the A S Government this year and
have worked for Operation Share in
the past

David Piper
David Piper, seeking A S council
position, upper division
AS. Council can serve as a voice Of
the students, if the students voice the
correct choice. Student government
has become increasingly impotent and
irrelevent Paradoxically, while the
need for relevence is growing, student
government is withering and dying.
Overall. A.S. Council has performed
poorly in representing the sso
ciation’s students. As an organization
this semester, it stood paralyzed. This
was probably due to both the student
and the council member’s areathy. I
have found that most of the problems
lie in "power oriented" egos, and per
sonality or political differences. There
is also a lot of time wasted due to "no
quorem." irrelevent business," and
unimaginative and ineffective leader
ship
Over the past two years I have
worked clOSely with some Of the
elected and appointed officials toward
the concern of the SJS student body. I
have represented Students In the
capacity of Chairman Of the CUPS
(College Union Program Beardll
speakers committee; Chairman of the
ECEB (Entertainment. Cultural. and
Events Board’s) special programs
committee. student body repre
sentative of the Human Relations
Liaison Committee: member of the
Psychology department’s Under
graduate Curriculum Committee
I
am now serving as vice president of
Psi Chi, which is a local chapter of
National Psychology Honorary Club
I feel that by electing me to the
position of A S
Council, Upper
Division
you
will
be
getting
a
positively motivated person, who is
willing to work toward getting council
Into forward gear and keeping it there

Larry Trigueiro
Larry Trigueiro, 70, botany major,
running for Upper Division Regrown
tally,. Wants B A in Botany.
Why Qualified
I’ve been in high
school government and have been able
to communicate with students and
been able to realize and express their
desires to the Student Government. I
am currently an off icer in a fraternity
and I have been chosen Head Cheer
leader at San Jose State for 1971 72
What Plans My plans are to en
dorse and back athletics at San Jose
State I am also a Strong believer in
the EOP I also feel that the studentS
at San Jose should know exactly
what’s happening in the A.S meetings
I think the A 5 representatives shOuld
be evaluated by the student b0Cy to
keep them "honest "
Why Spectrum Spectrum ’71. to me.
Seems to be what this campus needs It
touches on all sides of the fence The
ticket members and proposals are
very representative Of this campus
and would be very beneficial to the
course of San Jose’s A S

Marco Lopez
I believe that I am qualified to run
for upper diviSien student Council
becauSe of my Interest In the people
within this institution. it has been the
lack of emphasis on the "person"
attending SJS which has made me,
once an inactive student, a candidate
for student council.
As a PSC candidate I support the
following issues and orproposals
student community
involvement;
birth control clinic; chIld.care center
and university status. I also strongly
Support the proposed EOP referendum

John Tice
John Tice, ,un,or political science
major, Business and Philosophy
minor
I have had experience in the execu
five, legislative and judicial branches
of student government and currently
am a member of Tau Delta Phi,
authors of the Tower List.
Depression, apathy and anxiety
plague our present student com
munity. Radical programs reviewed
conservatively must be promoted. If
there is time, the time is now. It
elected twill] help Institute a legal aid
program for liberals and censer
natives alike, invite various trustees
to the campus for interractiOn and de
bate: work vigorously to heal the
serious inequities in Our AS, Coot
stitution; create open forums where
students can encounter, directly,
divergent opinions. restore Friday
festivals and multi .Cultural events,
provide funding to put a carillon (bell/
in the Tower and support the marching
band and athletic department and
other minorities.
A vote for me isa voice for you...

v Matt Cusimano
Matt CusimanO, 26, graphic design
major; running for Upper Division
Representative; Vial Is M.A in Gra
phic design hope to work for Airlines.
Why Qualified Background in sty
dent government from Foothill Col
lege and experience in leadership po
sitiOns in the fraternity Feel I can ade
guately represent upper division.
What Plans To help eliminate the
stoppages in personnel comrnuni
cation that plagued and hindered Bill
Langan this semester. Plan, Irani
rally, to suppert the type of platform
put forth by -Spectrum" in regards to
minority programs. etc Also support
no tuition and the university status for
SJS
Why Spectrum Because I have a kit
Of confidence in the capibility of
Ferryman. McLemore and C aaaaa co
to truly represent the entire Spectrum
Of Students at SJS All 3 have worked
honestly and put forth much personal
effort during last year in demon
stration of their abilities and sin
cerities

Mary Gonzaga
Mary Gonzaga, candidate for Upper
Division Representative
In declaring my Progressive Stu
dent Coalition candidacy for Miss
position I feel that lam qualified for it
not because I have been active or In
active In the past, but because I feel
there is a greater need for more
minority female representation on the
AS Council This aspect of the Stu
dent Body has long been bypassed and
it is my contention to alleviate this by
my membership in A S Council
As a Council member, I intend to
work toward those cleats which are
most relevant to the entire Student
Body My PSC platform shall be to
support a child care center and birth
control clinic, which are essential
needs in the college community, to
acquire better housing for SJS of
dents, to press for a promotion of more
student participation In government.
to initiate mediums which would in
volve students in the community by
way of Cultural Exchanges and syrn
posiurns and to provide cohesiveness
and progressive direction on Council
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Jimmy Clewis
Jimmy W Clewis, candidate for
upper d.vision representative. senior
Social psychology main, Quota.
catiOnS
Past experiences working
with student governments. and I am
very interested in the problems.
thoughts, ideas, needs and wants of
SJS It is past time tore change in stu
dent government representation at
5.15. and it is up to the people is,0
dents) to make this change and also
making the right decision of electing
the candidates, who you feel will show
you the best representation Platform
Like to meet with all upper division
students or interested students to dis
cuss problems, ideas. etc you have,
that can be worked out or to improve
SJS. like to initiate a program so there
would be better communications be
twean the Student, faculty and representatives of A.S government, and
Council. the
Present to the AS
material that was passed on to me, by
the upper division students, such as
new law that should be implemented
or revised and other problems

Stephanie Dean
Stephanie Dean, candidate for upper
division representative, junior politi
cal science major, history minor.
Qualifications
Student Community
Involvement Program; Housing Com
millet. Member. Assistant to Director
of Academic Affairs: Orientation
Camp Counselor: and Active participation On the campaigns of three past
executive slates. Platform: support all
cultural, educational and social programs that will improve the student
and his life at SJS: support programs
to initiate and extend student involve,
ment in the community; support Of
funding for a much needed child care
center, support fOr a permanent
tennant-landlord arbitration board.
This board could be used to help the
student in his rent problems, cleaning
deposit hassels and problems with
poor building maintenance and
repair: support open campus policy on
recruiting: and make and keep office
hours so that I canoe in touch with Student opinion on council measures and
get suggestions for new programs.

Stephen Wong
Stephen Wong, 22, senior sociology
major, running for upper division
representative on the Asian American
Coalition. Past experience Moulder
Present
Representative_
Hall
Activities, Member of Curriculum
Committee for Asian
Advisorary
American Studies; Member of Asians
for Community Action: Member of
Committee to Retain Chuck Ogata.
My aim Is to build specific, balanced
programs which will benefit the entire
campus community. Specifically. I
would try to have Council allocate
funds which would bring noted persons
from diversified areas to campus,
expand musical programs, bring in
talented theater groups, and bring
more top entertainers to SJS.
I would like to have Council fund an
investigation of the present regis
tration methods with the aim of instituting computer registration. If the
state college system does not have
sufficient funds to start this necessary
program. Council could help with the
funding.
Legal aid to all students could be a
reality if Council would underwrite the
cost of a lawyer’s retainer. This is a
program I would fully support. The
lawyer would have office hours in the
College union and be available to the
student bOdy.
I would like to see Council under
write a campus birth control clinic and
child care centers.
Finally, I would like Council to con
tinue to support EOP and ethnic prO
grams

Leonard Garcia
i believe that I am qualified for
representative,
division
upper
because I was the Chairman of the
International Relations Committee of
the Junior Chamber of Commerce in
El Paso. Texas I also worked for a
semester with the Off ice of Economic
Opportunity in El Paso.
My platform is as follows: I as an
’ndividual and member of the P.S.C.
avor, a child care center: a birth ctini
rol clinic, better housing; more A.S.
nvolvement in regards to EOP; the
Progressive Student Coalition and I
trongly favor the EOP donation
eferendum, university status, and
student involvement in community
issues

Salvador Arriaga
urin.,,,j to,
uuPer
Seat in student Council I feel I m
qualified for the position because I am
a student. and I could probably do the
same lOb or maybe even better than
previous students who have been on
the council As a PSC candidate I’m
asking to be given a chance to do a iCsb
that hasn’t been done effectively in the
past
What we need is new blood on coon
cil and PSC has the people to gorse lob
that allot us as students have been so
long waiting for Among the issues
that i support are the following child
care center, birth control clinic and
the EOP referendum

v Lee Anderson
Lee W
Anderson Candidate for
AS Council, Upper Division Representative. Junior, Public Relations
major
As a concerned student I hope to be
elected MA S Caused. Upper Division
Representative, to have a voting voice
in promoting effective programs for
the entire student community.
University name change: campus
birth control clinic: improve funding
for EOP. faculty. and new con
StructiOn. an open campus policy for
all, continuation of a Community Relations Off ice: the establishment of a
student government that works for the
student, the formation of a Activities
Coordinator to serve as a reference
point between A S. Government and
student groups in order to prevent
duplication of effort and the expen
diture of student funds are all pro.
grams that I support.
Spectrum ’71 offers a cross section
of interested students. For this reason
believe in their platform. Spectrum
’71 candidates, including myself, have
the drive and the practical ability to
establish an effective student govern.
ment This government could form
Pract.c.oi programs to enhance the
image of
this
institution without
turning efforts into the vast verbal
wasteland that existed in the past.

Art Carabajal
As a Progressive Student Coalition
candidate tor Upper Division repre.
sentative on A.S. Council, I feel that I
can do a job representative of the
needs of the majority of students at
SJS. I believe that A.S. Council must
be responsible enough to deal with the
problems that plague our campus.
Such problems as the housing situation
and the need for a child care center. I
also believe that the A.S. government
should take an active role in acquiring
monies for EOP. A fine and successful
program, as EOP,. should not be
allowed to die for the lack of mOney.
There will be an EOP Referendum on
the ballot that all students should sup,
port.
Community issues is another area
that I see the need for more Student in
vOlvernent. The San Jose Community
surrounds the campus and whatever
affects the community also affects the
students at SJS. Asa council member I
hope to promote better conununi.
cations relations between the two.
This is my third year at State. I am
now a member of the Academic Fairness Committee and the History
Department’s Improvement of In.
struction Committee. I have seen the
campus political machinery at work,
at times, and clogged at other times.
We must not let that machinery Clog
down anymore. I am asking for your
vote to help insure a responsive Stu.
dent CounLII.

Vernon Robinson
Running as part Of the Progressive
Student Coalition, I. Vernon Robinson,
believe that Student Council can and
should respond in a more effective
way to the students and the corn.
Munity
I plan to, if elected. Inform students
more effectively and clearly with the
problems, the important issues and
the financial situation of student
council.
This I feel, is needed because, the
students, those not actively partici.
eating in student government, do not
know or understand the beaurocratic
situation there
MY Clualif ications are: Past member
of the College Union Program Board.
Saint Marks Community representa
five (past) and a member of MECHA.
My major is Spanish and minor is
Latin American History.
One problem that I am very con.
cerned with and one that has touched
almost every student is the library.
Most students who go there looking for
a book end up lost. As a representative
of the students I would iniatiate corn
munications, through a committee,

council, the library
and the students to start a move to
wards making the library an effective
experience and not a frustrating one
for the student when he looks for a
book
More E OP
Also . I believe in
funding child care center. university
status and i (1rnnlunity ,nvolventent

Kathie Nichols
My name is Kathie Bishop Nichols
amid i am a 19 year old married stu
dent who is concerned about what is
happening in A 5 9.,.,ernw,enj j have
observed government operations from
an impartial post on the election board
as I served as election secretary for a
year and a half I had experience
working with the Personnel Selection
Committee and the Freshman Camp
Committee under James Edwards. I
have lived in the dorms, in an apart
ment. and am now an apartment man
’91erfully support the programs and
philosophy of the Buck, Takakuwa,
Pezzanito ticket, and will work for the
I feel the
approval of their ideas
incorporation of the A.5 into a non
prOS if business Organization is of great
importance it would make the stu
the college
dents autonomous of
administration and able to control the
Policies that govern themselves

Armando Flores
I can not introduce myself by
enumerating an extensive set of
qUalificatiOnS. Lack of experience in
various positions of student govern
ment will no doubt be interpreted by
some individuals as not having the
credentials to serve. I’m inclined to
view it as not having been compro
rnised by systems of bureaucracy
through continual experience, as have
some people. Instead, I mainly possess
an intense desire to institute viable
and not simply general, remedial so
lutions to the crucial problems that
pervade our campus
In the concise terms required by the
limitations placed on this resume I can
only point out my concern to see:
Increased student envolvement in
community relations and issues;
Equitable student representation on
Academic Council: Expansion of the
health program to include a birth con
trot clinic 10 provide more than just
information; Preservation of the child
.S. sponsorship of
day care center;
An
benefits TO augmet funding of the
EOP. and University status given JO
SJS. These positions are not listed in
order of priority but do provide a per
sportive on my objectives,
Running on the ticket of the Pro.
gressive Student Coalition (PSC) I’ve
declared by candidacy in the hope of
obtaining your consent to furnish student council with functional ideas and
rational judgement on the issues that
pertain to all segments of the student
OOPulatinn

Kathy Caputo
As candidate for Upper Division Re
presentative, I’m Kathy Caputo, a
junior, English major and history
minor. I have been active on campus
and in the community. tame member
of Chi Omega Sorority. In the house
I’ve been assistant Rush chairman,
chairman of the letter writing project
welcoming freshman students, house
manager, chapter correspondent.
Senior Breakfast chairman, and Cor
poration Beard Representative.
On campus I have been active as a
volunteer for the blood drive l’et been
a member of Spartan Spears, sophomore women’s honorary, a little sister
to Chi Pi Sigma, law enforcement fra
ternity. I wnrked on Women’s Week
I’ve applied for the Campus Planning
Committee, Registration Committee
and Election Board. Aside from cam
pus activities I am a Recreation
Leader It for the City of San Jose. I’ve
been involved in the Citizens for
Services,
Community
Essential
worked during elections (Frontlash
’701, am a member of the John F.
Kennedy Democratic Society, San
Jose Peace Center, and worked for
getting better lighting for San Jose
State
have a genuine interest in what the
students should be gening for their
money. As an Upper Division Repre
sentative I would be receptive to the
entire student body and would be Open
minded to all segments of the student
body. I have an interest in such issues
as registration by computer, the bud
get cuts, university status and above
all a chance to represent the students
on any issues they would like brought
to student council

Bob Francis
Bob F rancis. 22, law major; running

..
for Upper D.vision Step Hopes ti,
in the uovernment
Why Qualified ICC Represei,
vice president for two semeStei
president for one semester
International Club of Contra
Junior College
What Plans t o get back some of if
things lost by past administrating,.
Why Spectrum I agree with their
Political point of view

/

Jack Tsao

Jack ism, /5, senior industrial en
gineering maior. running for upper
division representative on the Asain
American Coalition
Past Experience
Intercultural
Steering
Committee
I ICSC
Treasurer Present activities’ Spartan
Chinese Club. President. Member of
Foreign Student Advisory Committee
If elected, my aim is to build
specific, balanced programs which
will benefit the entire campus corn
rnunity As a means of implementing
this aim, i would try to have Council
allocate funds which would bring
noted persons from all walks of life to
campus: expand musical programs on
campus. bring in talented theater
groups for campus enjoyment, and
bring more top entertainers to cam
Pus.
As I believe that the present regis
Mahon system is completely rid,
coleus. I would try to have Council
fund an investigation of registration
with the aim of starting computer
registration. If there are no funds to
implement this very necessary pro
gram. I would have Council under
write as much of the program as
possible
I would also like to have Council
underwrite legal aid to all students in
the form of a lawyer Inc law firm’s,
retainer The lawyer would have open
office hours on the College Union for all
students.
I would like to see Council under
write a campus birth control clinic and
child care center
Finally. I would like to see Council
continue to support EOP and ethnic
Programs

lames Kahula Jhao
Jearnes Kahula Jhao ,
condi
date fOr upper division Repr esenta
The reason why I am running for
this Office and on this ticket
(Confessional Democracy) is Mat I
want to help people People constantly
cry oW about the in misfire done to
them. But no one does anything about
it. Here is my chance and your chance
to help Confessional Democracy is not
an untried method
it works in
Switzerland and in Lebonon. However
of it should fail here then we can return
to the present system
i am well qualified for this office I
have held many inter club posts from
Circle "K" International to Future
teachers International I was a tutor
and tutor supervisor in the College
Readiness Program
if I ant to be elected I will attempt 10
re establish the marching band I will
ask for more funding in the athletics
department And I will push for better
Ott campus housing.

Lower
Division
Representatives

Sharon Piper
Chiquita Ector
Lynn Sims
Gwen Davis
Gwen Davis, Sharon Piper, Chiquite
Ector and Lynn Sims
We are tired of our student council
being a pseudesthesia he false sensory
perception) where the council mem
hers sit around to rhetorize and vote
according to the trend of the day.
We feel the A.S Council shouts serve
as a breakdown for the collective
needs of the entire college community.
We must clean up the council NOW
and vote for rational, concerned and
Objective students Vote for
lower
division representativesChlquita
Ector. Gwen Davis, Sharon Piper and
Lynn Sims,

Only Opinions Voiced

Referendums Up for Vote
Students will have the
opportunity to vote on two
referendums in this week’s
elections, but each student
should be aware that his vote
will serve only as an indication of opinion and not as a
mandate for immediate
legislative action.
Both the People’s Peace
Treaty and the Educational
Program
Opportunity
EOP referendums, which
will appear on the ballot for
consideration, are matters
which the student can not
directly affect. The referendums, which require only a
simple majority for passage,
would be sent to the authority or body concerned to
possibly influence his future
actions on the subject.
EOP
The EOP referendum, approved by the A.S. council on
Feb. 25, was introduced by
A.S. President Bill Langan.
It asks students to indicate
whether or not they would
favor a mandatory El fee
added to the amount already
paid at the beginning of each
semester. This money would
be specifically earmarked to
go to the EOP for distribution to students in the program.

The final decision, however, rests with the state
legislature, which has already set a ceiling on student
fees. Currently, only $10 may
be extracted by the associated students.
The referendum was
prompted by the governor’s
education budget for the
1971-72 academic year,
which calls for the elimination of all new EOP grants
and cutbacks for students already receiving funds. Although the chancellor had
requested $240,000, Gov.
Reagan has proposed an
allocation of only $43,000.
PEACE TREATY
The
People’s Peace
Treaty referendum directs
itself to polling opinion on the
joint treaty of peace drafted
and ratified by the U.S.
National Students Association, the South Vietnam
National Union of Students,
the South Vietnam liberation Student Union and the
North Vietnam National
Union of Students.
The treaty consists of nine
points which the groups felt
would affect peace between
the two nations.
However, the referendum,
which was written by several
campus organizations, not

only asks for support of the
People’s Peace Treaty, but
support for the dissolution of
the contract allowing ROTC
on state college campuses
and dissociation by the campus from military and warrelated recruiting.
Only the board of trustees
has the power to affect
ROTC’s presence on campus
just as it sets the policies
which allow various business
and industrial recruiters on
the campuses.
organizations
Local
supporting the treaty are;
the San Jose Liberation
Front, MECHA, the Iranian
Students Association, Students for Peace and Freedom, the Arab Students
Association, the Revolutionary Union, Shaka News
Magazine, the Pan African
Student Association, the
Progressive Asian Student
Coalition, Women’s Liberation, and Economic,
Social and Political Survival.
The treaty itself has been
endorsed through referendums at such schools as the
University of Oregon and
Florida State University and
is now being considered on
such campuses as Stanford
University, UCLA and UC
Santa Barbara.

General
Election
Wednesday,
Thursday
Executive
Slates
A.S. Council
Academic
Council

Henry Lostaunau
I
believe
that
I
am
qualm
lied to run for ’Myer
division A S.
Council representative. My interest in
student government has developed
strongly during the past year due to
the inconsistency and irrelevancy of
the AS council to the needs of the stu
dent community, As a candidate on the
Progressive Student Coalition ticket, I
will publicize the issues of importance
and promote more active participation
ri the issues that are beneficial not
only to the student community but the
community at large I will work to pro
mote better communications within
the campus, to establish a child care
center, better housing for our stu
dents, more A 5 participation in raos
moo EOP funds, to support the EOP
Refereneum. and especially working
Inward giving S.15 the mark of uni
verSity Status

Daniel Wong
Daniel Wong. freshman, candidate
for Lower Division Representative,
Confessional Democracy slate
My main goal as a representative of
the student body at SJS is to help this
institution to become More united in
bringing about peace I will help and
motivate any organization which tries
to bring about peace to this campus.
I am well qualified for this office. I
have held many executive positions in
my high school
I helped organize
Ecology day and I was a representa
five to the Leadership Conference.
I will try to bring about better regis
tration
I
will attempt to bring
recreation facilities closer to campus.
I will establish San Jose State Ath
letics awards

Dave Placek
That individual energy and .nduii
dual commitment can change this col
lege for the better, that it can improve
the general well being. I do not doubt.
Running independently will enable
me to serve and work with the entire
student body without being hampered
by political commitments.
I believe that the A.S. council should
be and can be much more enthusiastic.
I believe that it is the responsibility of
the elected leaders to take the initia
true and get things done
My platform advocates
birth
Control clinic: no "F" grade policy:
computerized registration: alleviate
Parking problems. weekend meals for
dorms, formation of interdorrn coon
cil and advocate student participation
in faculty selection

Pat Villarreal
My name is Pat Villarreal as a pro
gressive chicane at 5.15. I felt the need
to become involved in student politics.
Therefore I chose the slate which I felt
would best benefit the people’s needs,
progressive student coalition. It
appears to me that the present politics
do not entirely reflect or benefit the
students. This has been proved by our
student administrations past actions
As a lower division representative I
strongly support the following points.
Child care center on campus
(approximately one half of the student
body is married, this would also en
courage more women to attend state):
birth control center on campus (to
curb the rate of unwanted preg
nancy). university Status (on order to
attain quality education. Also, the
chance of State offering higher an
mend classes), better housing (The
housing offered presently by state is
over the Ludget of most students);
As must become more active in an
Merino funds for EOP (State sport
sorecl symposiums and benefits with
the drawn allocated to EOP, support
the EOP referendum this drastic cut
would reduce the number of EOP stu
dents. cut off state support for second
and third year students and cut the
average state support for first year
EOP students from $403 to S100) and
more student community involvement
I feel if I am elected the students
needs come first
No smalltime
buracratic rule This type of elite
isstuctlaemn t
naie n
causesh e ual thi ern.;
r"ath
goals dth
apathy
e.,er,,es
Is progressive and
respOnsihin leadership

James Beall
As your Student Representative on
Student Council my meter concern
will bete work towards maximum ser
vice These new concrete PrOPesels
must be formulated by experienced
students, dedicated to the improve
went of student life The experience I
gained while serving on the A S
Housing, Academic Housing Com
itteee, and the San Jose City Housing
Task Force has helped me find so
lutions to the many problems of the
student community My first priority
sees A S councml as becoming the focal
point for student community improve
meal efforts
Far reaching
Plans
must
be
developed in the areas of on and off
campus student housing A construc
live plan to improve dormitory living
must be organized and decided upon
within each dorm Of f campus housing

i bold be developed within our corn
triunity by a student owned and
operated coop housing prOiect
An organized effort among students
te develop their own independent com
rnunety, including a student Owned and
operated book store, cafeteria, and
college union These and Other pro
grams, such as medical and legal see
,ces would help provide a total
nyirOnment f or students as first class
.tizens
Please vote for James Beall, the
airith position on your ballot

Bob Hansen
SOD Hansen, If, political science
major, running for Lower Division
Representative Hopes to become a
lawyer
School
Qualified
High
Why
Treasurer
Delegate to Governor’s
State House Conference, Delegate 10
Model United ..lations Conference.
Representative in West Hall dorm
government
What Plans Endorsement of black
and brown EOP. Improved campus
parking; open campus to all organizations and recruiting: student
involvement in course curriculum; no
city police or agents on campus; increased
student
and
improved
activities through better use of A.S.
hinds
Why Spectrum The ticket possesses
the -know how" to practically accom.
iilish the issues stated in My platform.

Richard Mendoza
I am a Sophomore at SJS having
graduated from a l ocal high sch oOl I
arc running under the Progressive
Student Coalition ticket for a lower
division seat on Student Council. As a
political science major. I would like to
b ecome involved in student po litical
affairs.
A
As
a Student Council member I
would support the PSC goal for a cam
Pus birth control clinic, I would sup.
port the PSC goal for a child Care
center I would favor the PSC goal to
give SJS university status. I wOu Id
also support the PSC goal’
g
in advo
rating that the ASB be more active in
acquiring funds for EOP
As a member of the student body I
believe my goals would benefit the stu.
dents of SJS
s/

.

program at SJS (water polo, and
pledge class president of P. KOPP&
Alpha fraternity platform if elected.
I pledge I will represent mower div.sion
students interests in Council and pro
rnise to initiate bills concerning such
contemporary issues as university
and a
status, non compulsory P E
birth and abortion information center
at SJS I also vow to make and keep
office hours for students to discuss and
introduce business to be brough: up at
council meetings, and I will alsv try to
enact measures for necessary consti
Moon& revision. The SJS cOnStItution
is not explict enough and the council
needs to deal with these "loopholes"
next year

Academic
Council
Candidates

Jim Goodson
Jim Goodson, If, a zoology major,
goal is to be a medical doctor.
Active in dorm
Why Qualified
government at West Hall for past
year. Floor PA. Reggie Toren has
introduced me to many inner workings
of school government, which has
created an interest on rne.
What Plans Increase EOP funds, of
pOssible, to pressure council into ear
marking more funds for athletes whO
qualify for NCAA competition. As it
stands now, too much money is given
to sports that bring no national recogi
nition to SJS. such as football, when
national class athletes in lessor sports
are not supported enough, I would
that
rationalization
any
fight
increased loans are a justification for
increased tuition.
Why Spectrum ’71 Slate A strong
party with power enough, when
elected, to accomplish subtle change
the system and still have the
backing
ng of the school
ool administration,
No large scale conflicts will result In
council when many of Spectrum’s
members are elected.

Dave Berthold

d Overstreet

lair and impartial in making all Ms
(sons, and win make the What Bated
student bode heard
Why Spectrum ’71 Slate SpeCtrunt
has proved itself to be a party with
great political unity I feel honored to
be a part of such a polities, Organ.
ration

Mary La Porta
Mary Ann La Porte. humor history
hen, corn. ,,settoderot
participated in community,
college and dormitory activities
throughout my three years at SJS The
dliasttewnould be extensive and irrelevant
to the voter wishing to evaluate canal
MY Pc:notion on issues seems to be
more pertinent to a more complete
understanding of me
First, I recognize Academoc Council
to be the most meaningful way for
laculty and students to voice their
Opinions in decisions concerning this
campus.
Second. I sense the small percentage
of tepapatrisev,seebn klicitylOn of women on council
is a hinderance to a truly reprebody
Third, I will continue to work for the
constitution revisions proposed by the
students on the 1970 71 council.
Fourth, I will assume the very basic
responsibility of regularly attending
meetings which unfortunately has not
been the case with Student members in
the
Fifth, I shall work not only 10 see
that more students are allowed access
to our academic system (the Ace
demic Council in particular) but also
that the students use the system in an
effective mature manner.
Sixth. I will use my position on Ace
demic Council to influence vital decisions concerning our college such
as, the University status issue; re.
vision of the present Board of TruSte
O
involving
i
and future budge
system;ucampus
In making my decision to run for this
office I have more fully realized my
human potential. I ask all SJS students
to do the same by voting in the uPi
coming elections and by following up
on your commatmentS

John Hellyer
John L. Hellyer. 31, junior !Moral
arts major, ultimate goal, teacher;
previous school: San .1010 City
College.
I am a four year Navy veteran I
attended night school until a year ago.
when I dropped out of a 510,000 a year
job as bank operatiOns manager to try
?Wind a better way of life. At that time
I started full time at San Jose City Col

Dave Berthold, 19, industrial studies
major, hopes to go into secondary ed.
and teach automotive and electronic
shops.
Richard Overstreet, 19. sophomore.
Why Qualified: My beckon:MO is
business major. running for lower
somewhat limited in government, but
dinitvoisLion.representative. Hopes to go
my interests, I feel, will cover my lack
of backgrounds,
lege.
Why Qualified: Have been working
I have b
been Concerned With
with
Plans. My main plans as a
with Jim Ferryman and John McLecation for a long time, since I have
whole are not to just make people
more on special projects and ideas for
college
student
since
1963. I ran
government,
but
,,boeetesn
a.
student
participate
in
action on council next year.
for school board in Milpitas in 1967 as a
also to believe in it and the people who
What Plans Seek to represent the
progressive and lost by only eight
are h
heeding it.
Frosh and Soph in Student Govern.
Why Spectrum ’71 Slate, I think that
ment because they need responsible
I was active in Milpitas community
Spectrum ’71 can help me and my
representation because we will be here
on several ad
affairs and served
f
more favorable
goals toward a o
toro
adfbeel the effects of our decisions good r
committees to prevent exploitation of
government for SJS.
the neighborhoods by local govern Why Spectrum
People associated
ment and business. I was president of
literally are the only credible, viable
the Spring Valley home owners ono.
philosophy. Other parties appear to be
United
Milpitas Unit
Council
obstructionists.
Student
’lliVijoc7sacndhaiWrmas
Ralph Dieter, 21, economics major;
chairman,
shouldn’t be apolitical forum
rather
hopes to go on to graduate work.
I was the Sunnyhills yOuth leader
a Spectrum
Have
served on
Why Qualified,
and worked with the Milpitas school
variouS dorm government committees
administration to help formulate a
and am presently on the Residence
more liberal education policy for the
Hall Judiciary, where I serve in the
majority of students, Last summer I
capacity of chief justice, As tar as the
belonged to the Sunny Court Tenants
As a candidate for Lower Division
qualifications for office, the most irn
n,:er
Union
essential
sc.uaongr.odeed
d h wlpa:Lgretn.
Student Council Representative t
portent aside from experience, would
would strive for better student repre
abbeirrye,no.mwoinrdked. in,eshisn.integrsty,than:
k i p., .
es
In short, I
aanstudentd
whowhas
sentation. I feel we will obtain this
aow
mrat
been a bureauc
I kn
ho
to
representation through support of the
qualifications for off
communicate ideasideas that will
Progressive Student Coalition.
What Plans: I hope to be fair and
br ing mengful pressure to bear on
I feel students should not be de,
impartial in performing the MOMS Of
aninistration,
the admi
resulting in action
prived of their education because of
academic council, and not let petty
that will be favorable to the majority
problems such as babysitting, Pregi
campus political manoeuvers divert
of students.
nancies, housing, finances, etc. By
me from performing in the best insolving these problems here on cam.
terests of SJS. Also, I hope to make the
PuS we would be a step closer toward
council a more potent force in defer.
solving problems in the community,
mining academic policy here at SJS.
The following are the goals of PSC:
Why Spectrum ’71 Slate: I have
I am a senior sociology Student. My
Child care center: birth control clinic;
chosen this organization because it
strongest qualification for the position
housing: university status: A.S. more
most closety aligns with what I believe
of an academic council member is not
active in acquiring funds for EOP;
should be the Objectives of student
any direct or indirect involvement I
more student invOlvement in corn.
government and academic policy.
may have had in student government,
enunity issues and EOP referendum.
Also, I believe that the candidates
but rather, as a student in the Cali.
Councili
As Low e r Divisionan d Studentpsc
under this ticket are best Suited for the
fornla State College system, I, as
Representative
Supporter
various obs .
every student. have felt and been
will do my best to obtain these goals.
affected by the academic policies
decided and ornposed by Me adminl.
stration and trustees.
Students have historically had little
John Nichols. 25, currently enrolled
power in determining the policies of
Administration
Business
In
Masters
of
Dan Spencer, 19 freshman, political
academic life. I have seen them con.
program.
science major. running tor lower
tinuogsly lose what little say they have
Membership as a student repre.
division representative. Hopes to
had in the past. The faculty is in much
sentative on the Academic Council can
obtain Master’s Degree
the some position. ! feel that although
be very rewarding and fulfilling. If we
Why Qualified. While in high school,
a t present there is little hope in
to
what
the
Aca
question
ourselves
as
organized a campaign against county
achieving the ends we as ""
free Sty.
demic Council of SJS can or does do. I
and city ordinances which were no
vdeonict,smclesire, at least through ace
am sure that the responses will include
more than arbitrary restrictions of
demic council, our opinions will be
a
wide
range
of
guesses
personal right Took part in county
This semester we seem to be getting
government takeover. In high school,
I am outraged at the control the ad
of school earlier for summer
hs,eicled perelassidse,,cotflaicnoes.
ministration and trustees hold over
president,council,out
vacation, this enables many SJS
Students . lam committeed to fight for
students to have the "jump" on other
to organize and was chairman of a
what I feel is each one of our rights and
students for important summer jobs,
Youth Council. I’m open minded, I get
has f or too long been suppressed.
The Academic Council was realong with people, am not afraid to
sponsible for this decision,
compromise. but I will stand uP for my
Academic Council is the main body
beliefs
formulating policies for San Jose State
What Plans. As lower division rep. I
such as registration and grading.
intend to work for Changes in reedJohn Merz, senior New College and
It is important for students 10 be
tration and some form of orientation to
political science major.
able to express their opinions in this
make the freshman’s first impression
My involvement in academic gover
bedy. Even though students might be
of SJ 5 not so overwhelming and trustname at San Jose State has consisted
considered -transitory" in relation to
rating Lower division students make
of innumerable committee meetings
tenured faculty members, we are still
up a very important part of this school,
with all the inherent headaches, fres.
the consumers in this educational prO
As they have at least two or three
trations and seeming inertia that
and
are
entitled
to
use
the
avail.
cess
more years of sches1 life, they must be
characterize the governance of this
able channels for communication,
fairly represented and I plan to pro
institution in relation to the student’s
either positive or negative.
vide that fair representation,
role in it.
Adequate, objective student repro.
Why Spectrum, I feel Spectrum
So why should I want to continue in
sentation is important on the Ace
offers the slate and program which
this role as a student member of Aca
dernic Council of SJS. I knew that I can
can appeal to the
most people.
demic
Council? Because I want to
provide this representation
rnSpecemrum offers SJS students the most
determine my men educational des.
es
and experienced govern.
rponsible
tiny, not one that has been dictated to
me, sugar coated though it may be.
When enough of us begin to act on this
feeling, then the "dictation" will begin
Tom Peacock, graduate of the
.j
to end, but then and only then!
tutorials program, a life science
Richar

Ralph Dieter

Sylvia Ale man

Mania Grandovsk is

. -John Nichols

.1 Dan Spencer

John Merz

Tom Peacock

John Jeffers

Johrj Jeffers. Iv, freshman, oay.
chology major, running for lower div i.
sion representative.
Why Qualified: Organizer and
chairman of Board of Supervisors in
county wide take over of county
government in Lake County. This
aonlc, lusdhedoosispeainkinthgeancdoucnatmyeaTighnisinwg:st

Mal0r, and a member of Spectrum ’71
slat
Raul Baca and myself have already
forzof
e
robbplesloelmuts olonn stio
pressinglatthedworka
many
this
,craamumzensbyWenewnit ellyhaavre computer
mg rpue.tte rc hraegngei s
made mertehaelflyormaffoecf nto t’,..F.’
1:a: biehmis
gradesWb

when I was a high school senior, I also
feel I am qualified because I am openminded to all new ideas and not what
you would call stupid (GPA In high
school 40 and so far in college 3.27.)
I’m ecology oriented
What Plans
and would like to see some measures
taken to start ecological thought on the
campus working through the A S. I’m
in favor of insuring EOP support to
these needing it, and would take the
appropriate steps necessary to Insure
it I would hope to get freshmen and
sophomores more aware of their
school and what they can do to partici
pate in running their school. I would
like to see something done about reels
’ration and would support research
done
one on this problem I believe in an
free campus and would
’frWivhey ’4:es:7.’1th:steel that Spectrum
represents a large I mere than ma
and takes the most rational and rea
sortable approach to student govern

Mark Stevenson
""Allric Stevenson. a candidate for
lower division rep . freshman Math!
enatic manor Aviation as a career.
involved in athletics in high school and
Pre initiate candidate and
at his
Pledge class pres of Pi Kappa Alpha
Pi
Delta
chapter
’,stern. ’Jr
Pledge member of
Quaid ications
Shields
Spar tan
IcmPuS
organization). member of en athletic

average student
Therevewriallalsstoudbea birth control
.Clinic on campus. It will be run much
the same as Planned Parenthood. With
50 percent of the campus married, it is
Of great importance that we have such
a clinic The parking problem will also
be alleviated by moving employee
parking
A a
b. multi
of
parks
level garage.
Spectrum ’71 I also
foresee great achievements in the
torecominggryoe.apr spectrum
o
’i
,representatives
th a s a
cbaapalanbcleed of hearing both sides and
reaching a solution
With Rail, Baca and Dave Placek as
Lower Division Representative I am
sure next year will be successful for
A S. government
ei

BruceDe Angel is
Bruce Or Angelis. 21. advertising
madr, hOpes to obtain B A
Why Qualified I consider myself to
be completely -middle of the road’’ i
eel I can identify with both the
conservatives and the radicals and
yet I don’t have leanings toward either
si de I feel this is an essential quality
for anyone seeking a political position
i feel this iS an attribute. being able to
weigh something before making a de
cosion on it
What Plans As a member of the
Academic Council I hope to intelli
gently plan future classes and help to
make decisions concerning academic
activity at 5.15 I will honestly try to be

Raul Baca
Raul Baca. 23. management major;
hopes to attend law school.
Why Qualified
A S. personnel
Selection Committee, ship’s liaison Nor
Us Navy
publicity man for roc
reational activities. Public Relations
Organizer and
Off icer’s assistant
director of committee on board Of edupublic relations assistant:
catiOn,
dorm government advisor
What Plans No "F" grades on final
recordS, to be replaced by incom.
pletes, birth control clinic On campus,
computer registration. Contraceptive
education, week end food service in
dorm food centers
Why Spectrum ’71 Slate
I like
Ferryman’s line of thinking He os
open to suggestions He doesn’t like
nor depend upon "yes" men

Barry Caines
Barry Caires. 20. ludic* major.
"noes to become a lawyer
Why Chi/Pitied
I am currently in
West Hall, government as a wing
rep treasurer and party chairmen of
my floor i feel I have good rapport
en
with both studts
and faculty
What Plans
To get students and
faculty into more committees I would
also like to See some of the irrelevant
education requirementli
general
I have a
dropped in some cases
willingness to work with faculty and
students Another thing is that I will
electedl
on’t"Avc’efdoermr7c CouncilIfrI.Parme’entahen
plan on sheering uP to the meetings
I agree
Why Spectrum ’71 Slate
yy.th what the Spectrum stands tBrand
I was asked to run on the ticket
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San Jose Invitational Saturday

Six Place at Mt. SAC Meet
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CONTENDERS -Conference

foes collide on this play, as SJS first baseman Chris Guenther slides into third base
ahead of the throw from a U.C. Santa Barbara fielder. The Gauchos, 5-5, can tie the

Spartans for first this weekend if they sweep
three games from Long Beach State. SJS
and Santa Barbara meet in a three game
series the last week of the season.
-Daily photo by Carlo Brusaschetti

SJS track coach Ernie
Bullard took 15 tracksters
and his assistant coach to
Southern California last
Saturday for the Mt. San
Antonio College Relays.
This abbreviated squad
could muster only six places
in the highly competitive
meet. A first, three thirds, a
fourth and a fifth was all the
Spartans could get at the
windy Mt. SAC track.
In a tuneup for the San
Jose Invitational this Saturday, assistant coach Lee
Evans led the Spartans with
a first in the 440 with a tune
of 46.6. Evans will be one of
the top performers running
in the Invitational Saturday
to be held at the San Jose
City College track beginning
at 5:45.
Facing some stiff competition, high hurdler George
Carty finished third in the
120 highs with a 13.7 clocking, tying his best this year.

Challengers Fight It Out As Spartans
Face Lull in PCAA Baseball Schedule
The Spartans added a dash
of substance to their league
lead in Pacific Coast Athletic
Association baseball play
over the weekend, but must
now sit idly by and watch
four other contenders hack
away at that lead.
Only two games are scheduled for SJS, 8-5, in the next
nine days, none of those conference clashes, but the
Spartans may be able to
ward off the onslaught,
thanks to their play over the
weekend, taking two of three
from Fresno State, the
runner-up team in the PCAA.
The Bulldogs remain in
second, one game behind the
Spartans, but three other
teams, San Diego State, 6-6,
U.C. Santa Barbara, 5-5,and
Long Beach State, 9-9, are
still in the running.
Santa Barbara is tied with
the Spartans for fewest
losses, thus those two schools
may decide the title race
playing each other five tunes
before the season ends.
Santa Barbara could tie for
the top spot this weekend, if
it can sweep three from
Fresno.
If the Bulldogs manage a
sweep, they can take the lead
by a half game. San Diego,
with six losses, could move
within several percentage
points of SJS if it can sweep
its series with bang Beach.
In case of a tie, the Spartans will win the title because they’ve posted a win-

ning record against every
team in the conference. Also,
the Spartans have three
games to make up with Los
Angeles State, the cellar
dwelling team.
In the only action this
week, SJS travels to Turlock
today to meet Stanislaus
Spartan

State.

coach

Gene

Stanislaus several weeks
ago, guaranteed yesterday
his players would gain revenge.
SJS goes into today’s game
with three wins in four
games after its best hitting
weekend of the year. The
Spartans blasted 32 hits over

Parr, Long Win
At AAU Nationals
SJS’ judo team completed
another successful year, by
helping the Pacific division
of the Amateur Athletic
Union take first at the AAU
Nationals held last Saturday
in St., Louis.
Two Spartans, Rod Parr
and Dave Long, took top
places at the finals, in the
last competition of the year.
Parr, captain of this year’s
National Collegiate Judo
Championship team, took a
first in the 139 weight class.
Long, competing in the
open division, took a second
in that class and was voted
an award for having the best
techniques of anyone at the
meet.
The Spartans competed for
the Pacific division, and
helped that area finish first
out of 57 different areas and
300 contestants.
"It is a real accomplishment for Rod to win this

Intramurals
Entries are now being
taken for the intramural golf
tournament at the Santa
Teresa Golf Course on May
7.
The final day for signups is
Thursday, April 29, at 3 p.m.
at the intramural office.
Everyone except varsity
and freshman team members are eligible for the tourney. A fee of $1.00 for green
fees must be paid at the time
of signups. Awards will be
given for low scratch and
handicap plus four -man
team plot

Menges, angered over a loss
to

The two-man co-ed volleyball tournament is set to go
also on Thursday, April 29.
The tournament schedule
will be posted this afternoon
for the double-elimination
tournament in the intramural office. Starting time is
6:30 p.m. in the PER building.
Entries are also being
taken for both the gymnastics, and track and field
meets. Last chance to sign
up for these two events is
\LIN

12

SELF-DEFENSE
STARTS TODAY
Techniques from
KARATE
KUNG FU
JUJITSU
5 week course
Classes Tuesdays 7-8:15
$15 - Total Cost

Academy. 4 Seii-Oelettse
701-7A Kings Row
for further information cell.
24/-1444 or 287-6829

title," said Spartan coach
Yosh Uchida. "To win both
the collegiate and AAU titles
in one year is really great."
Uchida also spoke highly
of Long who finished a
second despite only weighing
185 pounds in the open division.
An awards banquet for the
judo team will be held on
May Oat the Waikiki Village
in Los Gatos at 7:30 p.m.
Team members will be
honored at the banquet and
people interested in attending should see either coach
Uchida or Hisashi Takaguchi
for ticket information. Both
can be found through the
athletic department.

and through Fresno, good for
21 runs.
Third baseman, Brian
Nakamoto led the attack
with three homeruns, two in
a 10-6 win in the first game of
a doubleheader Saturday.
Left fielder Al Ariza chipped
in with seven hits in thirteen
at bats.

The Spartans came within
two outs of sweeping the
series, leading the final
game 4-2 with one away in
the last inning only to lose in
two extra innings.
Friday night, Mike Rusk
ran his record to 8-4 for the
Spartans pitching a 15
strikeout, six hit game to
beat Fresno, 7-1. Rusk has
now struck out 62 in 48 PCAA
innings.
Raleigh Rhodes hiked his
record to 6-2 in the first game
Saturday, holding on for a 106 win. SJS center fielder
Greg Marshall contributed
four RBI’s to the cause to
compliment Nakamoto’s two
homers.
Marshall, a strong contender for all-PCAA honors,
leads the conference with a
.413 average. He drove five
runs across the plate during
the weekend.

Darlene Miller, R.E..Marilynn Banchero R.E.

Permanent Hair Removal
on
Lip, chin, cheeks, forehead, neck, logs,
underarms,

abdomen

Newest methods-Free consultation
Two locations to serve you:
247N. Third
295-0995

2066 The Alameda
243-1221

LEE MICHAELS
TOWER
of POWER
BADFINGER
Sat. May 1,
8 PM
San Jose Pavillion
Santa Clara Fairgrounds

of Carty was Tommie
13.5, and Willie
Davenport, 13.6.
The other Spartan hurdler,
Len Gaskill, was third in the
440 intermediates at 54.2. In
the pole vault, Bob Richards
grabbed a fourth for SJS
with a leap of 16-6.
In the wind aided triple
jump Spartan Adrian Porter
finished fifth with a leap of
48-3.
The other third place finish
was by the SJS sprint medley
team of Elmo Dees, Chuck
Sundsten, Byron Wilson and
Lee Marshall with a time of
3:27.1, behind the Texas Striders 13:26.2 and U.S. Air
Force (3:26.5).
Many of the entries for the
meet this Saturday are still
up in the air. Confirmations
for all entries will be made
today.
Jim Ryun, who was a
strong possibility to enter the
meet, has decided to compete in Vancouver this weekend.
However, some top individuals will highlight what
promises to be the most
competitive invitational in
Ahead

its four year history.

White,

Most of the performers
will represent the Pacific
Coast Club, the Striders, the
Athens Club, the Stockton
Track Club and the U.S.
Army.

ANNOUNWifiNTS
Austin Healy Sprite 84 Convertible,
rebut? engine. 67 trans. new tires, very
good cond 5550 or best offer. Call 286
1985 or 241 2998
WHO ARE THE HUMANISTS? A free
public meeting discussing humanism
and the organized humanist move
men?, will be presented by the
HUMANIST COMMUNITY OF SAN
JOSE. Fri. 12 Mar. 8 p.m at 738 N 2nd
Si Call 294 5017 for more information.
FREE PUPPY - Labrador combine
bon. about 6 wks old, female black
tar out Was left on our door step. Call
289 8692
SUMMER JOBS IN HAWAII: Send
MOO for listings of potential em
plovers DO Box 5041. San Jose. Ca
95150
00 you want to lift your spirits?
BALLET -ADULT
CLASS
Now
starting at Eufrazia School of Ballet.
Phone 2860971
LEARN TO FLY.SJS Flying Club now
accepting memberships. Call Rick 259
3200 or Larry 164 1821.
LOOKING? Companies are for College
Students, Summer and future posi
tions Interested? Contact Jeri
Michaels international Consultants
Agency 1694 the Alameda 287 9214 Fee
FREE PART SHEPHERD Female 6
mu old Gentle, intelligent, likes
people 292 7646 after 4
Cl,
an folkrock group needs
singers & musicians Call Nancy 377
7866 or Dave 377 4972 for info or leave
message
WANTED.Ten Speed Bike, Must be in
Good Condition Call 351 3904 Wed
thru Sat Ask for Jim
FLICK
"ZABRISKIE
FRIDAY
POINT". 7 & 10 Morris Dailey ALIO
FREE! T.W.A. 747 Tour. Thur . May 6
at 7 PM at San Francisco International
Airport FREE Parking, Ski Movie.
and T WA. Captain to discuss the Bird
of the 70’s. Pick up your FREE ticket
on campus at the desk 365 S 8th
TO HELP the handicapped you can
buy a very fine soap Money donated to
handicapped Call Mr Hall for more
infor 29b ’4306
The principle of the Oneness of
Mankind the pivot around which the
Balla’, teachings revolve) is no mere
outburst of ignorant emotionalism or
an expression of vague and pious hoPe.
It calls for no less than the reconstruc
lion and the dernilitarzation of the
whole civilized world Baha’ullah 248
3140

WANTED.1945 Corvette 327 4 speed
Cony . Call (4151 69/ 5143 will pay
CASH.
VW Repair I Parts New, Rebuilt or
Used Save S on Labor && Parts.
Herbert 82 Goodyear Si. 2923110
RENAULT 62 Low mileage,
condition 30 MPG 5350 227 1319

and at the door
10

mint

1945 Cleo-, Malibu, cony, Red, radio
automatic trans. good transportation
5350. Call Susie, 295 0528
B.S.A. 441 c.c. Chopped, much chrome
all new parts, runs good, Call David
296 3271 Asking SSW
VESPA Motor Scooters: 125cc $100
160cc 0.5 S200 Keith at campus cot
2128
FOR SALE.67 VS Bus $1,800. 36,000
miles, one owner. new paint. Phone
354 7234
44 BUICK Special, excellent condition
51990, best offer Call 267 1811 or come
to 42 E. San Antonio Si after 6PM
’64 VW needs work Excellent Dune
Buggy Potential. Registered for ’71
Make offer At 377 1764.
PORCHE 69 9111 12.000 rni AM FM 5
speed, forest green mint condition
take over lease or 15200. 356 934 or
241 5770
f 08 1A11 III

Tommie White.

flauaL
loads

no.

Opening

34
’JUICE & SNACK BAR

VITAMINS & MINERALS

GINSENG

ORGANIC PRODUCE & GRAINS
FRESH ORANGE, CARROT, AND APPLE JUICE

10-20% OFF
OPEN9 AM 8 PM MON FRI
SAT 10A114 8 P.M., SUN. 10 AM

SPIVI

35 S. 411t
287-5410

We acct pi load situftps

WATERBEDS: From $SO All sizes
Act Round & 709 Jumbo Sexually
benefic Alive. Moving w you, en
hancing your energies Healthy, float
ins freely w perfect back support so
yOu can sleep well YIN YANG
WATERBEDS can be seen at 101 Del
man Ave 1 mil from SJS on Park Ave
Will trade waterbed for ??? Phone
anytime BUS 1263
GOOD BUY. King Size mattress Box
Springs& Frame 5250 value for S100 or
best Offer Call 734 4831
PISCEAN WATERBEDS 1850 W San
Carlos (just west of the Gap) now open
featuring the original and only guar
heated waterbed Only the finest.
quality, compare and then you’ll buy
PISCEAN. the complete living water
bed It feels like a friend 794 1455 Ask
about our NRO policy
ECOLOGY MINDED PEOPLE will be
glad to know that BASIC H.. a biode.
gradable phosphate and citrate free
household cleaner is available to them
by calling their shaklee distributor at
252 4286
THE LIVING BED The original and
only guaranteed HEATED waterbed.
By Innerspace Environments. Don’t
be misled by Cold beds. Try our warm
king or queen kit Guar 10 yrs With
Bag, safety liner heater & auto control See at 1414 Searcy Dr Si nr. Al
inaden Copy. 265 5485 or in 061 743.
0360
.PISCEAN WATERBEDS.
1850 W San Carlos (just West of the
Gap) Twin 520 King Queen 554
Safety liner 52 Frames 514, Heated
King complete wi frame $99. 10 Yr.
guarantee on all beds 294 1455. Come
in and see our right on products Ask
about our NRO policy. 294 1455
FONDLE AND FROLIC ON flowing
flud 529 95 buys you a King Size undo
lating arnobea Aqua Snooze Water
beds 1415 The Alameda 286 3544
Buying Viet Nam Picture% Slides. Any
SUblect Call Bill 227 7300
Biodegradable Bath Products. Soaps,
& Lotions Custom scented at no extra
cash Spartan Book Store 10 00 1 00
1970 Hodaka 100. Full street legal
Only ridden 850 miles. Like new. For a
good buy and bargain at 1275 call 264
2049
PENTAX FOR SALE 50mrn F 1.4
Lens, UV Filter, Ithr case. Call eves.
at 275 8661 Hardly used,
Super TAKUMAR LENSE 1 4200 Call
789 8017 Must Sell
Newly Covered Sleeper Coach. XLNT
cond Sacrifice at 535.00 Firm offer.
Phone after S 30 286 2760

62 Pontiac Catalina VI, Power
Steering and brakes, 2 new tires, new
battery. 377 4009 after 6 PM
1111P WANIFD 141
MOO per hr., Male & Female Need
Money for food, rent, books, car? If
)(Ware willing to work, we pay 300 hr.
Alter qualifying require car & neat
appear. Fuller Brush Co. 225 5513.
WOULD BE COPYWRITER (ad
agency/ Preferably articulate June
graduate who wants to write so
desperately she is willing to spend her
days as a typist (fast & gOod). proof
reader (accurate), secretary (smart)
in the creative department of a na
bonal advertising agency. San Fran
cisco off ice. For all this dedicated
work, long hours and low pay, she will
gel the highly improbable, one in a
million Opportunity of breaking into
the creative side of the business of her
own time This ad will hopefully dis
courage all but the independently rich
or doggedly stubborn If you’re still
there & still interested, send a short
note explaining why you’re (racy
enough to want this miserable job.
Send replies to GPO 2351 Powell St ,
SF 94133
Seeking companion for boys ages? and
4 during summer Days 7129036
Nights 275 4946
Christian folkrock group needs
singers & musicians Call Nancy 377
7866 or Dave 3714972 for inf or or leave
inessane

AMBITIOUS MEN of all trades north
to ALASKA and YUKON, around $2800
a rnOnth For complete information
write to JOB RESEARCH, P.O. Box
161. Stn A Toronto, Ont Enclose 55 to
cover cost
1051 AND FOUND 151
LOST, REWARD if you see, or have
found a fluffy black 8. white 4 month
Old male Keesh Hound. Lost Friday
before Easter Vac. from Tenth Street
Reportedly last seen being coaxed bye
girl w long hair Call 297.0649 453 S.
Tenth
Lost) Silver ring in Engineer Bldg. 3rd
Floor Bathroom On 4 21.71. Senti.
mental Value
Please return!
REWARD 55551 306 Royce Hall 289.
8726
Parakeet LOST.Lt. Blue, very tame &
friendly If found please leave me,
sage at 469 E San Carlos. REWARD.
FRIDAY
FLICK
"ZABRISKIE
POINT", 7 & 10 PM Morris Dailey
Aud
MOUSING

CI

Free Room 8. Board for girl over 18
years old as a companion to individual
with speech difficulty Near campus.
Call Robert 2982350.
EXECUTIVE HILLSIDE HOME ASK
FOR JEAN JOHNSON -4 years old.
Breathtaking view. 1 3 AC, 3 Bann., 2
BA. Din. Room. Fain Rm with wet
bar AEK with DBL ovens. Custom
Drapes, Quality Carpets thrum?. Gas
Lighter Fireplace in Loy room. 2 car
Gar with auto door opener. 539,000
WESTWOOD REALTY 379 2000 or 356.
3006.
Single, double rooms,
IVY HALL
across from administration building
ava.fable for summer (summer rates)
Excellent kitchen & community room
forilittes. Call 29281?? or 2518434.
FANTASTIC 2 and 3 bdrm apts for
rent for summer and fall. Quality turn.
AEK, WW carpet, poet, rec. room By
tar the nicest apts. in school area.
Reserve now! Call 287 7590.
HOUSE FOR RENT. Three bedroom,
Living room, Dining room, carpets &
drapes stove & refrigerator. Excellent
condition 5230 per month, 1st & Last
months rent and deposit. Vacant.
Pacheco Realty 244 3650
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Previously ATO House, Now Coed.
Jr’s to Grad Students, Maid Serv.
Enclosed Courtyard. Color TV,
Parking. Special rates for gals. PH.
793 7374
Apt for Went. I Bedroom. furnished.
SIIS Summer Rates. 2869026 625 So.
10th St No 6 Stop by after 5 p.m
Apt. For Rent 2 berm. turn. 65 So.
11th St. Close to Campus. Reduced
summer rates. 197.3766.
Westside deluxe co-op apt for sale, 2
berm, pool. crpts, screened porch
5137.50 per mo includes all expenses.
Down pyrrit required. Adults. 244 3783
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. S50
per month Call 287 8663
Townhouse Summer Rates, 2 bedroom
$125 446 S 17th Street Phone 2961113.
Great 4 bedroom house, Santa Clara to
share with 7 other girls. S95 Inc! util
1397387 or 241 9522.
STUDIO APT. FOR RENT. Separate
kitchen and ballroom. 701 S. Sod SO.
Call 293-7716.
STUDENT HOUSING for summer and
next fall, low summer rates, Studios
apts I. 2 berm apts and 2 to 9 berm
homes 287 4900
SUMMER RENTAL
Girls
Large
double rooms w kitchen privileges,
TV, Piano. Study rooms, 1 block from
campus SAS per month 2941501
Female rmmts wanted. Large Opts w.
yard, own room. SIS ,no Near SJCC
295 6021 Ask for Kathie Liberal.
HOUSE! Needed 4 Women 11th & San
Antonio Lease or Whatever Phone
294 4479 quickly Ask for Jamie
STEVE BURCH for ATTORNEY
GENERAL! FIGHT slum lords with
Strong tenant unions Vote April 27 11
In

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
CLASSifitl) RATES

Tickets Available At:

PENINSULA BOX OFFICE

expected to compete are Mel

ch.’s-twit:atria

67 MOB Good Condition, Must Sell.
S1150. 287 5922.

41.1101601161

$4.50 Day of Show

DISCOUNT RECORDS

Pender, Charlie Greene, Ben
Vaughn, Fred Newhouse,
Ken
Swenson,
John
Mason, John Lawson, Bob
Seagren, Kjell lsaksson,
Ronnie Ray Smith, and

Spartan Daily Classifieds

$4.00 Advance

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE

Sonic of the performers
competing are Al Feuerbach, Bruce Wilhelm, Richard Marks, Gary Ordway,
John Powell, Arne Kvalheim
and Len Van Hofwegan. Also
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ROOMS, Men Cheerful, airy, wall to
wall carpet Furnace heat. Quiet. 406
So. 11th St
Women for Summer & next
H
school term Will accomodate groups
Or 4, 6. and 7. Call at 406 So. 11th.
ROOM FOR RENT, Fellows $45 per
month with kitchen privileges. Con.
genial Willow Glen Area. 7941717
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share
rent with 26 year old male. Apartment
across street from campus 562.50 Call
275 6589.
Porn. 2 bcIrm., 2 bath, fresh paitn, 4
blks to SJS. Reduced rent on 1st mo.
Cal! 293 5493 Evenings.
51691115
Typing-term papers, etc., exper.
ienced and fast. Phone 269.8674.
EXPER, FAST, ACCURATE TYPING
& EDITING EX ENGLISH TEACH.
ER, IBM ELEC TYPEWRITER,
MARY BRYNER COLE 244.6444 After
530.
RENT A TV OR STEREO No Deposit,
Fr. Detivery, Free Service, Call
Escbe’s 251 2598
FAST ACCURATE, Experienceo
typist, can edit Four miles from
campus. Mrs. Aslanlan 298.4101.
TV’S FOR RENT
SPECIAL STU
DENT RATE: S9.00 per month. Call
377 2935.
AUTO INSURANCE
MONTHLY
PAYMENTS NO one refused Annual
Liability Rates. Married or single age
24 8. over S94. Married 21 24 5163.
Single men 24 & under S250. Mr. Toll
241 3900.
ELECTRIC
THESIS TYPING
Disertetions
Reports
Master’s
Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris Ave
Call 371.0395, San Jose.
Artists’ model. Rates arranged
Artists, students, groups, photo
graphers Legit. Phone Alice 287 1625.
CUSTOM TAPING Quality work 40.8
Track Cassette Reel, Reasonable
Prices, Fast Service Open Evenings
’Til B pm RECORDS UNLIMITED.
179 S. First.
E XPERIENCED TYPING-Electric
Term Papers, Thesis, etc. Depen
dable. Mrs Allen 294.1313.
TYPING Term papers, thesis, etc
Pica type. Experienced & reasonable
Will edit 794 3772.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Creative
or
Commercial, one day service. Your
film developed cheaply. Call Dick
Gale 265 7121 Cameras for sale or
rent.
STUDENT TYPING in my home Fast
accurate, Minor editing. Mrs. Baxter
phone 2446501
TYPING.(my home) 779 Bird Ave.
minutes from campus. (75 cents per
page double space) Call Mrs. Luppo
793 8544.
3 per cent discount to S.J.S. Student,
and faculty 3 cents Xerox Copies, Col
lege Copy 47 E San Antonio 267 1011
PERSONAlS
Permanent Hair Rmoval. Face and
Body. Darlene M Miller. RE 247 No
Third, San Jose 295 0995
Jewelry Custom design in cost gold
and silver. One of a kind wedding
bands & other things. Geo. Larimore
Old Town (In the back) 354111104.
Until national and international pre
iodides are effaced in the reality of
spiritual brotherhood, true progress,
prosperity and lasting haPPineS5 will
not be attained by man. Baha’i Writ
ings 348 5640.
WEAR SOME LOVE. Multi colored
Love Beads Spartan Gift Counter
Reduced Prices
cone,* Students Looking for rich
Chick with yacht for interesting typo,
tunlly 227 3059
"ARE YOU AFRAID OF SNAKES-,
Experiment to help people Overcome
their fear of snakes, conducted by the
Psychology Dept of Stanford Unmet
site Call 9610207 eves
TRAMSPOIIIAtiON
$289 L.A. to EUROPE 6l6 109 15 & 6 If
tot) Large savings on cars L Charter
flights 10 Israel, Greece & most other
countries Dr French 12131 277 SX/0 C
O Sierra Travel of Beverly Hills 9671
Santa Monica Blvd.
E UROPE CHARTER PLIGHTS
Several schedules available from West
Coast to London. Arnsferdarri and
Frankfurt Winter flights 5250 to Ms
roundtrip. or 5150 newsy Spring and
summer 5260 to 11325 roundtrip, and
5160 to S175 oneway Coordinator
Prot Me,garet R Peal 247 Roycroft
AVP lend Beach. 213 478 2179

